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THE TRI-STATE AREA’S PREMIERE LANDSCAPE CONTRACTOR

Walkways, patios, & stonewalls
Cobblestone, outdoor kitchens,
& fire-pits
Heated aprons, walkways,
& terraces

Weekly lawn maintenance
Lawn installation
(seeding, sod, hydro-seeding)
Turf maintenance
Mulch delivered & installed

Vista clearing
Land/brush clearing
Driveways installed & repaired
Tree/shrub planting
Excavating

(860) 397 5267 • service@kindredpropertycare.com • www.kindredpropertycare.com
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Happy holidays, from our family to yours!
We’re here to insure your entire world. With three offices in Copake, Valatie, and Chatham we are here
to help you with any of your insurance needs. Contact us today for a quote on your home, auto, business, health insurance or life insurance. We are the Kneller Agency and we’re here to insure your world.

179 Cty Rte 7A
Copake, N.Y. 12516
P. 518.329.3131

Kneller Insurance
Agency

6 Church Street
Chatham, N.Y. 12037
P. 518.392.9311

3030 Main Street
Valatie, NY 12184
P. 518.610.8164

Auto • Home • Farm • Business & Commercial • Life, Health & Long Term Care

CROWN
ENERGY CORP.

Wishing everyone a happy
and healthy holiday season!
And a special thank you to
all of our customers.

Kneller Insurance
Agency

SERVICES:

Propane • Heating Oil • Diesel Fuel • Gasoline
Kerosene • Heating Systems • Service
Installations • 24 Hour Service

(518) 789 3014 • (845) 635 2400

1 John Street, Millerton, NY 12546
www.crownenergycorp.com
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NEWS & HAPPY HO-HO-HO
Let’s begin by gushing over this month’s
cover by Olivia Valentine: O-M-G!!!! She
totally outdid herself this month and
we are just beyond thrilled about how it
came out. …(reluctantly changing subjects)… In other news, I for one cannot
believe that December is already here,
and probably already seems halfway
over by now. This past year just rushed
past us! And here we are, mere days
away from the Christmas and New
Year. What will 2022 have in store for
us? I hope nothing but great things, we
could all use more of that in our lives –
and no one can argue that!
With all that said, I am so tempted
to spill the beans and share some secrets that we’ve been working so hard
on all year… I can’t tell you everything
but I’m beyond thrilled to share that
Main Street is expanding! You’ll start
seeing some information as well as
website and social media posts promoting our expansion in the month of
December and into the new year. But
we have quite literally been working all
of 2021 on this growth and in so doing
we launched Main Street Media Group
and Main Street Moxie – to name two
(yes, there will be more).
Main Street Media Group is our
“mother” corporation for all of our Main
Street tentacles. And through Main
Street Media Group, we’ll specifically
be creating and promoting events in
addition to all of the other Main Street
“stuff” that we do like this magazine.
But we’re also hurling ourselves into
the podcasting world with Main Street
Moxie, which we will be launching in
January. You will be able to listen to our
podcast wherever you currently listen
to all of your podcasts.
Our whole Main Street shtick has always been to tell the stories of people,
places, things, curiosities, organizations, and businesses as well as to connect people. And in so doing, always
doing it with positivity. With that mantra firmly in place, it is what made us
want to grow. Through all of our tentacles, we’re doing more of what we do
– just in different media: print, online,
social media, podcasts, etc. We hope
that you will support us in on our ongoing ventures and adventures to share
with you some incredible stories of all
of the things that we love, as well as
to create some opportunities to bring
people together. So as you can gather,
we are pretty excited for 2022! Here’s
hoping that 2021 has been a good year
for each of us, and that 2022 will only
be all the more exciting and wonderful. We certainly have our hopes held
high and hope that you’ll enjoy all of
the content that we’re creating for all
of you! Thank you, as always, for your
unwavering support. We wouldn’t be
who we are without all of you.
		
– Thorunn Kristjansdottir
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We want to wish all of our friends,
neighbors, readers and supporters the
very best this holiday season.
Cover photo by
Olivia Valentine
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artist profile

Living at
the edge
ARTIST PROFILE: CHELSEA MILLER, KNIFEMAKER
By CB Wismar
info@mainstreetmag.com
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“My father was a blacksmith and a
carpenter. I learned at his side.”
Chelsea Miller is looking at an
elegant carving knife of her own creation, remembering how she moved
from New York actor to celebrated
creator of highly sought after knives
all within the sphere of family influences and support. As she so succinctly sets the stage, “I was home schooled
by my mother and life-schooled by
my carpenter-blacksmith father.”
“I had moved from Vermont to
New York City to study acting and
pursue it as a career. When my father
became sick, I returned to Peacham,
VT, to help with his recuperation. He
had let me explore the workings of a
blacksmith shop as a kid … and coming back home, the magic captured
me.”
Well into the back story of Chelsea’s blossoming as a knife maker was
the fact that her father, when he and
his wife decided to leave the city and
forge a life in the country, had used a
team of horses to log the forests and
construct the post and beam barn on
their land. A critical part of the keeping of horses is being a farrier – one
who tends their hoofs and refreshes
the iron horseshoes. A farrier’s rasp is
an imposing tool, and it was working
with discarded rasps in her father’s
workshop that gave Chelsea Miller her
start making knives.

New York calling

“I went to acting school in New
York and struggled like any actor to
get both experience and meaningful
work. I have always considered myself
an artist and the rural existence left
me longing for artistic interaction. I
was active in theater, film, music, and
dance. After several years working in
New York City, my father became ill
and I chose to leave New York and
assist in his complex care the last few
years of his life.”
“After aiding in the care for my father, I returned to Brooklyn, but this
time, my focus was creating excellent
knives … a practice I had developed
while in Vermont. I started out selling
them at the Brooklyn Flea.”
The “Flea” has, since 2008, become a New York tradition, offering
weekend markets that feature artisans,
collectors, secondhand furniture
purveyors, and a tightly curated group
of culinary offerings. The weekend
“happenings” are creatively placed in
city areas frequented by locals with
both inquisitive natures – and means.
Most importantly for Chelsea, “the
Flea draws an incredible audience of
chefs, writers, and restaurateurs. Once
established at the Flea, my work got
noticed, reviewed, and talked about.”
The notice was effusive. References
appeared in local and national magazines of the curiously elegant knives
Chelsea had on offer. When New York
chefs felt the heft and understood the
razor-sharp nature of her creations,

artist profile

they wanted to have them as part of
their kitchens.
The word spread through publications as far reaching as the NY Times
(“If knives can be a work of art the
ones Chelsea Grace Miller crafts …
certainly qualify.”), the Robb Report,
Food & Wine, and Saveur. Videos
followed with stalwart sources like
Popular Mechanics and one-on-one
conversations with celebrity chef Mario Batali. Each told the affirmative
story of an artist whose medium is
iron, whose passion is creating beautifully designed knives that grace some
of the finest restaurants in the world.
The power of reputation

Over the ensuing years, chefs have not
only returned to Chelsea to add to
their collections, they have schooled
an army of sous chefs and kitchen
assistants who, once having worked
with her knives, had to have some for
themselves. “Word-of-mouth has been
a continual source of connections and
sales,” confides Chelsea.
At a moment of inflection, Chelsea
and her partner, fabled rock drummer
Bruce Smith, decided that it was time
to step away from city life and move
to the country. Their searching began
in the Hudson Valley and expanded,
after a time, to nearby Connecticut.
They found their ideal spot in a
corner of Falls Village, CT, in a house
that, for those of a certain age and
memory, had a storied past.

At home on the mountain

Their home sits comfortably on several acres with ample lawn for gardens
and seating areas. It sits on a relatively
new foundation and basement that
serves as Chelsea’s workshop. The fact
that the house above the ample basement was not created there was a story
of its own. Originally constructed just
off Route 63, several decades ago the
house was purchased, deconstructed,
and moved little more than a mile
away from its original setting. The fusion of old and new reflects a parallel
in Chelsea’s own work. The farrier’s
rasps are old. Her knives are new. The
continuum continues.
Ensconced in her basement studio,
Chelsea conducts her own ballet of
working with the initially bold, heavy
rasps and grinding them with artistic
precision to become the knives so
sought after. By her own admission,
the current waiting list for her work
is six months. Those who want to
add a Miller knife to their gourmet
kitchen must match their passion with
patience.
“Knife making is a safe place for
me … for self-discovery, creative expression, and a kind of personal freedom.” With a grinding wheel, a small
forge and the polishing equipment
needed to create the blades, there is
the requirement to add handles that
match the artistry of her work.
“I use several different woods,
mostly pieces of wood gathered by my
father and stored in the family barn in
Vermont. Maple, cherry, apple, and
oak – working the wood into smooth,
balanced handles is as much a part of
the artistry as grinding the blades. The
materials I use have personal significance for me, sharing the significance
with others is part of my story.”
Those woods appear in other creations available on Chelsea’s website
– elegant cutting boards, wonderful
wooden spoons, and wooden sauté
forks inspired by her mother. The
knives offered cover the gamut from
kitchen knives to sets of steak knives
to cheese knives that would set off any
presentation.

And, a final benediction that is the
invisible gift with each new knife – “I
hope my knives enrich relationships
between family and friends and the
food we prepare and share together.”•
To learn more about Chelsea Miller and
to see her work, you can visit her online at
www.chelseamillerknives.com.
Are you an artist and interested in being
featured in Main Street Magazine? Send
a brief bio, artist’s statement, and a link
to your work through the arts form on our
“arts” page on our website.

Above: Chelsea
Miller with one of
her knives. Other
images with this
article depict Chelsea at work and her
work. All images
courtesy of Chelsea
Miller.
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Three Dimensional Coloring
Soy-Based Color
All phases of hair care

Shear Illusions Salon LLC

Offering private workshops!
Call us to book your private event now.

Rebecca Welsh – proprietor

860 364 5111

Visit us at our NEW location:
19 West Main Street
Sharon, CT 06069

North East
Muffler Inc.
Custom Bending up to 3 inches
Open Mon.–Fri. 8 to 5; Sat. 8 to 1
John & Cindy Heck
Route 22, Millerton, NY
(518) 789-3669
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518 567 6737 • 20 main street, millerton, ny
open wednesday-monday 11-4 • Merwinfarmandhome@gmail.com

HARPER BLANCHET
TWILIGHT STUDIOS
FINE ART • PHOTOGRAPHER
ABSTRACT PAINTER
PO BOX 556, MILLERTON, NY 12546
845.750.8853 • HARPERBLANCHET.COM

friendly faces

friendly faces: meet our neighbors, visitors and friends

Oregon native Tracy Macgowan brought her experience
as a real estate agent to the area after moving to Salisbury,
CT, with her husband in May of 2019. “We moved here
for several reasons,” says Tracy. “I love the small town of
Salisbury and the outlying towns, it’s quaint and friendly
with a New England feel that I had never experienced
before. The seasons are all so beautiful and the style of
the homes is different than any other place I’ve lived.”
When it comes to Christmas, Tracy looks forward to the
festive feeling she gets upon seeing holiday decorations.
“I love to decorate the house for the month of December,
it reminds me of great memories from past Christmases.
Our traditions have changed as our children have gotten
older, I look forward to the delicious holiday meal with
whomever we can gather with, friends or family,” Tracy
shared.

Copake resident Alicia Gursky is an area sales manager
for a logistics consulting firm that specifically works with
small businesses to help move their products domestically
and internationally. “What I love most about my role is
assisting small businesses with getting their product in
the hands of the consumer,” says Alicia. “In the midst
of a pandemic, many small companies have pivoted to a
larger online e-commerce presence, so it’s a great feeling
to give them an opportunity and see them grow.” Alicia
grew up on Copake Lake, and came back recently after
residing in Albany. “I purchased a small cabin on the lake
and renovated it to reside here full-time,” says Alicia. “I
have recently become a mom and look forward to seeing
the holidays through my son’s eyes. There is something
magical about being a child during the holidays and
creating traditions.”

Musician and entrepreneur Ahmed Mcclennon (aka
Buddha Da Great) considers himself a provider of good
vibes. “What I like the most about making music is
uplifting and uniting people,” says Ahmed. “Whether
it’s through good food or great art. I’m also pretty big on
spiritual development and am working to become the
greatest version of myself.” This holiday season, Ahmed
is looking forward to spending time with his family while
also working on a lot of new things musically for his fans
as well. “I have a new EP that’s available for pre-order
right now on Apple Music and iTunes,” says Ahmed. “It’s
called Reflections by Buddha Da Great. I would love for
everyone to give it a listen, it’s coming out on December
1 on all streaming sites and services.”

Born and raised on Long Island, NY, Mary Ellen Baldwin and her husband moved to Lakeville, CT, in the seventies. Today, they have five children and five grandchildren. “We are very lucky that they all live close by,” says
Mary Ellen. “I attend their sporting events, volunteer at
their schools, take care of a two-year-old and have them
around for birthdays and holidays.” Mary Ellen worked
at Noble Horizons for over 40 years, first as a staff nurse
then as a supervisor. “I love working with the elderly,”
she says. “You can learn so much from them and they
have terrific stories to tell.” Since she loves to volunteer,
Mary Ellen says Christmas is her favorite season. “It is a
time for celebrating activities at church, in the community and with family, giving, and sharing much love.”

Andrew Stayman has worked for a music management
office for the past 15 years managing up and coming and
world-renowned pianists. “You never know what the day
is going to bring, what obstacles and challenges you’ll
be faced with,” says Andrew. “But you get to work with
interesting people from all over the world, all with a love
for music.” Outside of work, Andrew jokes that he enjoys
pretending to be a professional chef, trying new recipes
and attempting gourmet dishes. “Being part of the community has become important to me, and so it truly is
an honor to be associated with, and get to work with the
bright and talented members of the Climate Smart Community in Millerton, NY,” says Andrew. “This holiday
season, I’m looking forward to spending time with family
and staying true to our fun, unorthodox annual traditions that all families have.”

District coordinator for Senator Sue Serino Alyssa
Kogon has been working with the New York State
Senator for five years helping to keep a schedule and set
up appointments for Serino. “When I am not working,
I love to write,” says Alyssa. “I am also a reporter for
the Hudson Valley News for their Harlem Valley edition.
It’s such a great part of Dutchess County with so many
interesting stories to tell.” Alyssa says that, now that her
kids have grown, the holidays are less about parties and
gift giving and more about thinking of others. “I have
lived in Dutchess County for 36 years and the Hudson
Valley my entire life,” says Alyssa. “I hope to volunteer
this season to make sure the people in my community
have a very special holiday season.”
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Gifts for everyone on your list!
110 route 44 millerton ny
(518) 789-4649ÊÊÊÊUÊÊÊÊwww.elizabethsjewelry.com
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business

Flowers for every season
TERENCE MILLER OF ROARING OAKS FLORIST, LAKEVILLE, CT
By Christine Bates
info@mainstreetmag.com
At Christmas time as a teenager, I
worked at our local florist carefully
wrapping poinsettia flowers against the
cold. The shop and attached greenhouse
were a warm, tropical retreat from
snowbanks and frigid temperatures
in upstate New York. Those holiday
memories led me to interview Terence
S. Miller, the owner of Roaring Oaks
Florist, for our December issue. Florists
have always been a personal business
involved in life’s celebrations and sorrows. The actual product – flower arrangements, plants and funeral wreaths
– hasn’t changed much over time and,
although the flowers may be imported,
everything is designed, crafted, and
delivered locally. Terence was in constant
motion arranging flowers, directing
staff, checking on inventory in the walkin cooler, and answering the telephone
during our conversation on a quiet
Thursday morning at the Roaring Oaks’
shop tucked behind The Boathouse in
Lakeville, CT.

Giffords is now. When the building
was sold there were plans for renovation and we had to move. There’s just
not much commercial space available
in Sharon so we relocated to Lakeville. It’s always hard to move but our
customers stayed with us.
The first location of Roaring Oaks
was where Sharon Optical is now. The
original owner named it after the oak
trees out front that roared when the
wind gusted.
What has changed in the florist
business since you started?

I have been in the florist industry now
for over 24 years, and have owned
Roaring Oaks for 21 years. As with
many creative industries, styles and
fads have changed and re-appeared
over time. Some colors do remain
timeless and traditional, white flowers
for sympathy, classic autumn colors,
and reds and whites for Christmas.
Styles also change – for example, in
the 1980s and 1990s the design look
Did you really buy this business was very loose and free style without
a lot of structure. Since then we have
when you were only 20? Why
the name?
seen a more modern, compact style
I’ve always been very independent
which is what most people are looking
and energetic and wanted to work
for right now. Currently the emergfor myself. At 12 years old, as soon as ing style combines the traditional
I could, I worked on a farm. At age
and modern with the looseness and
17, I began working for the owner of lines of a less structured design, while
Roaring Oaks and bought the busiremaining high end and classy.
ness when I was 20. Roaring Oaks has
As with many industries the interbeen in business over 60 years and I’m net has changed our operations and
the third owner. Until six years ago it client relationships. There is a large
was located in Sharon, off the green
amount of information at everyone’s
next to the package store where JP
fingertips, which has made for a more

educated, and sometimes, more selective client. It has also played a role in
sourcing products. Many wholesalers and vendors have live inventory
online which allows you to shop after
hours and pre-book directly from
farms in advance which helps save
money.

Above: Terence
Miller, the owner
of Roaring Oaks
Florist for 21 years,
in his Lakeville shop.
Below, left: Making
identical arrangements is part of the
art of the florist for
event work. Photos:
Christine Bates.

What happens here during the
holiday season?

I still personally handmake every
boxwood tree arrangement and tie the
bow that goes on every wreath. We
do not buy pre-made boxwood trees
or bows, which makes ours unique
and, in my opinion, nicer than other
places. We have many annual standing
order clients that get our wreaths just
because of the quality of the bow and
the perfectly shaped boxwood tree
arrangements.
We do not sell Christmas trees,
there are plenty of local farms that
do and we support them by buying
greens locally whenever we can. Plants
for the holiday season are usually
poinsettias, cyclamen, paper whites,
amaryllis, Christmas cactus and other
festive items like cypress trees and
frosty ferns.
Continued on next page …
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How has Covid affected your
business?

What makes a floral business
successful?

We were fortunate that we were allowed to operate during the shutdown
with just one employee. So many
people moved up here that we were
really busy, but obviously, short on
staff.
The difficult part now is the
unpredictable disruption in the supply chain – it’s the same for every
business. We’re never certain what will
and won’t be available and at what
price. And for some floral products,
prices have doubled. Whenever I can,
I order in advance to lock in prices
and supplies. Price inflation really
affects small businesses and we are the
last to increase prices. I try to adjust
by using less expensive components
and provide a great bouquet without
raising prices.

Florists are no different than restaurants. You must offer consistent
quality. Satisfied customers come back
again and again and tell their friends.
It’s really word-of-mouth about the
quality of the products and customer
relationships.
And getting the order to the
customer is also key. Delivery is very
important, and we find ourselves driving farther and farther as local florists
disappear. Right now we cover eastern
Columbia and Dutchess counties and
the Northwest corner of Connecticut.
What’s the best way to order
flowers?

Some customers are very visual, so we
have options on our website to choose
from. Others have a particular idea in
mind and it’s best to call and talk with
us about price, size, color, and types
Where do your flowers come
from?
of flowers. If a client just provides a
We work through wholesale distribu- color scheme and price we can take it
tors to source flowers globally. Because from there. If a client wants specific
of fuel costs, it’s too expensive to grow flowers, like peonies, they should call
flowers in green houses in the United in advance so we can order them from
States and most come from Central
our wholesalers.
and South America. During the summer when we can, we also buy flowers Is finding employees difficult?
Just like every other business there is
locally, but weather conditions and
availability can make this route more a limited work force right now plus
a lot of people are getting away from
challenging.
the trades. We have three year-round
Is there a busy season?
employees, but always bring in more
Like any retail business we are orihelp for the holidays. Pamela Thayer
ented around the holidays, but we
has both proven design skills and
are busy all year long with corporate long-standing client relationships
accounts, weddings, special events, fu- and our experienced driver, Jennifer
nerals, birthdays, and just flowers for Prindle Haydock, delivers flowers
homes. Right now, we’re getting ready with a smile. They are both key to
for Christmas and wreath making.
customer satisfaction. Like other businesses right now we are just pushing
What attracted you to this
ahead.
business?
Pre-Covid, I thought of expanding
I like the creative part and it’s a busi- into some other towns, but then I
ness that you run actively every day.
remember we could never staff it.
I’m here at 7:30 in the morning until
7:00 at night six days a week. Last
What’s special about Roaring
weekend was the first time in three
Oaks?
years that I took a Saturday off.
We are very knowledgeable about the
best growers all over the world and
source flowers from farms that produce the freshest, best product at the
best price. We also focus our attention
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on caring for our inventory. Are water
buckets clean so flowers don’t rot? Is
the temperature right in the cooler?
Are the orchids watered properly? Our
customers say that our flowers last
longer than anyone else’s.
Do you ever stop working?

I don’t have much time for relaxation,
and even my relaxation is usually
work. I do a lot of landscaping at
home building new gardens, and putting in walkways and patios. I enjoy
being hands-on in everything. I also
participate in mass cycling events during the summer for fun – it takes a lot
of energy, but I enjoy it and it helps
raise a lot of money for terminally ill
children. My only true relaxation is
the time spent with my wife and family. It forces you to slow down and be
present. •
To learn more about Roaring Oaks and/or
Terence, you can call (860) 364-5380, or
visit at 349A Main St, Lakeville, CT, or
online at www.roaringoaksflorist.com.

Above, top to bottom: It’s Christmas
time at Roaring
Oaks where all the
wreaths and swags
are made and
decorated in house.
Photo courtesy
of Roaring Oaks
Florist. Sunflowers,
roses and kangaroo
paws make an inventive fall bouquet.
Photo: Christine
Bates.

FROM OUR FAMILY
TO YOURS…
Taylor Oil Inc. & Taylor Propane
wish you and your family a happy
and healthy holiday season!

TAYLOR oil
HEAT

TAYLOR
P R O P A N E

1-800-553-2234

WWW'-4AYLOR/ILCOM s ,)KE US ON &ACEBOOK WWWFACEBOOKCOM4AYLOR/IL)NC

Taylor Oil Inc., is a family owned and operated local business, serving the local communities for the over 90 years.
Offices in Dover Plains, Pawling, Millerton, Pine Plains, Millbrook. "We're here to serve you!"
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serving up something

delicious!

Accepting custom framing orders
for the holidays through
December 16th by appointment!

GILDED MOON

FRAMING

www.berkshire.coop | (413) 528-9697

MADSEN

OVERHEAD DOORS
Fast, friendly service since 1954

j j
j
j Holiday Greetings
j

j

j

j

Madsen Overhead Doors offers numerous door options to fit any budget!
Residential, Commercial & Industrial Doors, Electric Operators,
Radio Controls, Sales & Service.
673 Route 203, Spencertown, NY 12165
Phone (518) 392 3883 | Fax (518) 392 3887
info@madsenoverheaddoors.com
www.MadsenOverheadDoors.com
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What can we frame for you?

17 John Street • Millerton, NY • 518.789.3428 • www.gmframing.com

Pistachio Thumbprint Cookies

baking

By Olivia Valentine &
Caroline Markonic
info@mainstreetmag.com

Okay, folks, we really feel like we are
giving you a special holiday gift by
sharing this recipe! It was introduced
to us about 14 years ago when my
(Olivia’s) kids were younger, and
we went to my friend’s house for a
holiday cookie swap party. All of us
moms (six or so in total) brought our
favorite cookie recipe to make with
our kids. I brought a sugar cookie
recipe and my friend Kim brought
this recipe. She said that it contained
pistachio instant pudding mix. Huh,
what’s that? We had no idea such a
thing even existed. Kim is a great cook
and baker and said that she normally
doesn’t make anything from a box,
but these cookies were an exception.
Now none of us can even recall any
of the other cookies made that day
except for these!
These cookies do require a few
steps, but trust us, they are not difficult – just a little time consuming,
and totally 100% worth the effort. It
is better to make these cookies on the
smaller side so you can just pop them
into your mouth. We can guarantee
you can’t eat just one!
We’ve made these Pistachio
Thumbprint Cookies every year since
and we share them with family and
friends, and get the same response
each year, “oh my god, these are
sooooooo good.” The pistachio mix
itself isn’t inherently nutty, so if you
are ambivalent toward nuts, you don’t
have to roll all (or any) of the dough
balls in them. They are just as good
without the pecans (we know this
because we’ve forgotten them more
times than we’ll admit).

*Public service announcement.*
We have two “counter surfers,” our
dogs Georgia and Otis. You’d think
“mystery solved, it’s definitely Otis the
puppy who’s snatching the goods,”
but he’s only 20 lbs. and cannot reach
on his own. But somehow, they get
it done. So, if you’re like us and you
store the leftovers in your oven, always
remember to check it before preheating.
I guess you can say this is our holiday
baking tip! RIP granola x3, bread,
muffins, cake, and the OG plastic cutting board that now makes the house
smell like glue any time we use the
oven.
The cookie dough

1 cup (2 sticks) unsalted butter
at room temperature
1/3 cup confectioners sugar
1 large egg at room temperature
1 tsp vanilla
1 tsp almond extract
2 cups all-purpose flour
1 package instant pistachio
pudding mix
1/2 cup mini chocolate chips
2 cups finely chopped pecans
The filling

2 tbs butter, softened
2 cups confectioners sugar
1 tsp vanilla extract
3 tbs whole milk
The glaze

1/2 cup semisweet chocolate chips
2 tsp shortening

Directions

Preheat oven to 350°F and line baking sheet with parchment paper. In
a large bowl, cream butter and sugar
until smooth and fluffy. Beat in egg
and extracts. Combine flour and dry
pudding mix in a separate bowl, and
gradually add to creamed mixture until there are no more pockets of flour.
Fold in chocolate chips.
Shape into 1-inch balls and roll in
chopped nuts. Place two inches apart
on parchment-lined baking sheets.
Make a thumbprint in center of
cookie. Bake at 350° for 10-12 minutes. Remove to a wire rack to cool.
For filling: beat the butter, confectioners sugar, vanilla, and enough
milk to achieve desired consistency
(should not be runny). Spoon into
center of cooled cookies. We had to
use 3 tbs, you may only need two.
For glaze (highly recommended):
melt chocolate chips and shortening,
you can do this in a microwave or in a
double boiler, drizzle over completelycooled cookies with a spoon, fork,
or plastic bag with a hole cut in the
corner. Let stand until set. Happy
holidays, see you in 10 lbs – we mean
in 2022. •
Olivia and Caroline are enthusiastic foodies and bakers who are constantly in the
kitchen, as well as explorers who create their
own adventures in our area – and did we
mention they are mother and daughter?
Follow Olivia on Instagram to see her many
creations at @oliviawvalentine.

Makes about four dozen cookies.
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DINNER PARTIES
HORS D’OEUVRE PARTIES
Proudly serving Columbia, Greene, Dutchess, Ulster,
Berkshire & Litchfield counties for over 10 years
REPAIRS
TROUBLESHOOTING
• Broken springs • Garage Door Openers
• Broken Cables • Preventative Maintenance
• Damage Sections on Doors and Openers
RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL
SALES • SERVICE • INSTALLATION

GINA TRIVELLI
private chef
845.233.8513
wholefoodschef1@gmail.com

845-876-2772 • www.hudsonvalleydoors.com • 12 Enterprise Dr., Rhinebeck

THERAPEUTIC
THERAPEUTIC
MASSAGE
MASSAGE

Gingerbread
House Decorating
DECEMBER 10th, 1-3 PM
51 SOUTH CENTER STREET,
MILLERTON, NY
REGISTRATION IS REQUIRED
SPACE IS LIMITED, CALL JESSICA
(518) 789-4259 EXT 105

Swedish • Deep Tiss ue • Sports
Swedish • Deep Tissue • Sports • Foot Reflexology • Aroma Therapy
Foot R eflex
ology • Aroma The rapy
gift certificates available
The Millerton Farmers Market is sponsored by the North East Community Center and
is funded in part by Dutchess County and Hudson River Bank & Trust Company.

The Farmers Market Winter continues on Saturdays,
10am-2pm, through December 18, then twice
monthly from January through April. Featuring
fresh, local produce, honey, heritage & cured meats,
eggs, cheeses, breads, maple syrup, gourmet baked
goods, prepared foods, artisan creations, kids
activities, and spontaneous live music.

The North East Community Center is an Equal Opportunity Employer and Program Provider.

Terre
Lefferts
Terre Lefferts
LMT, PTA,
PTA, CT
LMT,
CT&&MA
MA

199 Main St., Salisbury, CT 06068

199
Main St.,
Salisbury, CT 06068
860-435-0723
• terrelefferts@yahoo.com
TerreLefferts@yahoo.com
860-435-0723

THE HOLIDAYS START
AT AGWAY
We sell trees, wreathes, and roping.
While you’re at it, check out our new
line of wrapping paper, bows, and decorations, too!

VISIT YOUR LOCAL AGWAY:
Route 22 in Millerton, NY • Route 23 in
Great Barrington, MA • Route 9H in
Claverack, NY • Route 66 in Chatham, NY

HOURS:
Monday–Friday: 8:00 AM–5:00 PM
Saturday: 8:00 AM–4:00 PM
For more savings & information:
(518) 789-4471 or www.agwayny.com
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RONSANI
BROTHERS
PAVING

• Residential & Commercial Paving
• Specializing in Home Driveways,
Private Roadways, Parking Lots
• Stone, as well as Oil & Stone finishes
• Fully insured

(518) 429-1797
ronsanibrotherspaving.com

real estate

Nineteenth century affordable housing

The brief craze for octagon houses
By Christine Bates
info@mainstreetmag.com
“bring comfortable dwellings within
the reach of the poorer classes.” This
new form of affordable housing promised to be “several hundred percent
cheaper than any other.” The author
proposed building these eight-sided
structures with walls of lime, gravel
and stone for reasons of economy,
insulation, ventilation, and environmental protection. Fowler, who took
credit for both ideas, seems unaware
of either the historical precedent for
the octagonal shape or the Roman use
of concrete.
Fowler proclaimed that “wood is
A home for all
objectionable” because “the whole of
Octagon structures can be found
the earth’s surface is or will ultimately
throughout history like the still-stand- be required for raising food for man”
ing Tower of the Winds in Athens, the and further that wood decays and
Baptistry of San Giovanni in Florburns. The octagonal shape itself
ence built in 1059, or the majestic
promised, like a circle, to enclose
Jabalieh in Iran. All of them were
more space for its surface than rectiprimarily public, religious structures. linear buildings and combine “utility
While Thomas Jefferson, a self-taught and beauty.”
architect, designed and built Poplar
Fowler proposed entering the house
Forest, the first octagonal house in
through the high basement of these
the United States, in the foothills of
two story dwellings where the kitchen
the Blue Ridge Mountains, it was the and laundry were located as well as
publication of The Octagon House:
rooms for milk, storage, and “garden
A Home for All in 1848 and again in
sauce” – whatever that is. The book
1853 that ignited the octagon house postulates novel arithmetic formulas
craze and introduced the idea to the
proving the economy of octagon
general public.
houses with recommendations for
The octagonal house promoted by gravel wall formulations, triangular
phrenologist and lifestyle guru Orson closets and dumbwaiters, rainwater
W. Fowler of Fishkill, NY, sought to cisterns, and wash-water funneled to
Nineteenth century America was a
jumble of architectural styles from
stately Federal homes and Greek Revival
temples to Gothic cottages, Italianate
villas, and rambling Victorian Queen
Anne houses. The briefest and most curious style was the American fascination
for eight-sided octagon structures found
in public buildings, barns, and houses.
Like geodesic domes in the twentieth
century, the octagon craze was shortlived, but wherever an octagon building has survived it attracts our puzzled
attention.

the outhouse to be applied in liquid
form to gardens. He wrote that even
the poorest laborer could afford to
build an octagon house by frugal
living and eating only one pound of
wheat and some apples every day to
save enough money for construction.
Light-filled rooms and
affordable housing

Above: The recently
restored octagon
house in Copake,
NY, is listed for
$625,000. Photo
courtesy of Lindsay
LeBrecht of Copake
Lake Realty. Below,
left: Now the Red
Hook Public Library,
this octagon house
from 1865 was built
by Allan Barringer
Hendricks.

Fowler’s book might seem like the
ravings of a mad man but its premise
actually anticipates twentieth century
ideas of form following function, simplicity, light-filled rooms, affordable
housing, and sustainable building.
Fowler himself believed that a sphere
was conducive to mental wellbeing.
Others found religious reasons for the
efficacy octagon houses. During the
evangelical revival fervor sweeping
across the nation at the time, some
claimed that if you lived in an octagon
house you would be able to see Christ
from any direction when the Second
Coming arrived or that the devil
couldn’t hide in corners. There are
also apocryphal medical justifications
cited like warding off rheumatism,
while the builder of octagonal chicken
coops claimed that hens preferred to
lay eggs in corners and an octagon
coop provided eight ideal spots.
Continued on next page …
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An octagon building near you

Architectural historians estimate that
as the result of Fowler’s book about
3,000 octagonal structures were built
in the mid-1800s, most of them in
New York, Massachusetts, and the
Midwest. These houses were largely
built in the North between the economic panics of 1857 and 1873 during a time of rapid technological innovation, industrial growth, and talk
of social reform, vegetarianism, and
mid-century utopian movements. The
people who built them must have regarded themselves as forward-thinking
and modern. Their homes reflected
their principles and, although meant
to be economical, most of the octagon
houses built were for the affluent.
Today it is estimated that there are
less than two hundred octagon houses
still standing in New York State, three
of which are in Columbia County
and another six in Dutchess County
including the Red Hook library. Out
of 33 built in Connecticut, less than
13 remain. A complete listing of these
structures can be found on https://
www.octagon.bobanna.com along
with newspaper clippings pertaining
to each.

These octagon houses could
be yours

Over the last year I have watched the
renovation of a jewel box octagon
house at 193 County Route 7A in
Copake, NY. The much in-need of
repair vacant house on a small hamlet
lot was sold in early 2020 for $45,000
and is now listed by Copake Lake
Realty at $625,000, carefully restored
and modernized more than 150 years
after it was built in 1866 (see photo
previous page).
A more recent octagon house at
280 Route 63 in Falls Village, CT,
reminds us that even today octagon
houses, often sold as kits, are still being built. This cantilevered home on
the Hollenbeck River has 900 square
feet and was built in 1975 when
octagon houses enjoyed another burst
of popularity. It is currently listed for
sale at $395,000 by John Harney.
The owner and renovator of an
octagon house in Columbiaville,
Columbia County described living
in an octagon house in an interview
with the Albany Times Union: “Living
in an octagon house is like living in a
sundial. My house is constantly being
lit from different directions through
all 19 windows, even in the closets
All the fresh air circulating through
the house and natural light is indeed
a healthy good feeling. You feel good
about yourself even on the grayest
day.”
There are still suppliers of octagon houses like Topsider homes in
North Carolina claiming to have
shipped thousands of octagon houses
all over the world and kit suppliers
of octagonal yurts and zero carbon
octagons. The octagon persisted in the
towers and turrets of Victorian houses
and today in octagon gazebos and
porches.•
Christine Bates, a real estate agent in New York
and Connecticut with William Pitt Sotheby’s,
has written about all things real estate since the
magazine’s first issue. She studied 19th century
American art and architecture with Professor
David Huntington in graduate school at the University of Michigan. Huntington led the campaign
to save painter Frederick Church’s Hudson home,
Olana, from destruction.
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Above, top to bottom: The
home of Orson S. Fowler the
author of the book that started
it all, The Octagon House: A
Home for All. Located in Fishkill,
NY, the enormous four-story
house was built between 1848
and 1853 and dynamited as a
public health hazard in 1897. This
modest clapboard Ancramdale
octagon home was built in
1874. Originally it had a cupola
or widow’s walk at the center
of the roof. Directly left: Partial
octagon additions were often
added to older houses. This
Federal house at 6487 Montgomery Street in Rhinebeck was
recently listed for $1,395,000.
Far left, top to bottom: An octagon house built in 1975 is listed
for $395,000. Photo courtesy
of John Harney, William Pitt
Sotheby’s International Realty. In
a 12-acre park-like setting on the
edge of Rhinebeck, this octagon
house built some time before
1876 has been occupied for generations by the same family.
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Motorworks

The

Foreign, Domestic & Vintage Service
NY State Inspection Station

518.789.7800
23 South Center Street, Millerton, NY
www.TheMotorworks.biz

(518) 325-4679
HILLSDALE, NY • info@eswps.com
www.easternstateswellandpumpservices.com
Mass. Lic. #101, 704 & 949 • NY. Lic. #10061 • Conn. Lic. #85 & 364

P 518.272.8881 • E info@snyderprinter.com • 691 River Street, Troy, NY

LAURENCE A GUILLEM

REIKI

Japanese Energy Healing

www.snyderprinter.com

reiki-ho.com
reikiho22@gmail.com
646.696.0959 | Millerton, NY

COPAKE LAKE REALTY CORP.

Lindsay LeBrecht, Licensed RE Broker • Licensed Associate RE Brokers: Mary Lou Kersten, Margaret “Peggy” Rose, Theresa Westlake.
Lic. RE Salespersons: Ramona Bellamy, Blanche Mackey, Randee Stypulkowski, Susan Troy, Austin Urban.
290 Birch Hill Road, Craryville, NY • (518) 325-9741 • 2602 Route 23, Hillsdale, NY | (518) 325-3921 • copakelakerealty.com

Modern conveniences with historic charm. Upon his return to Copake from the Civil War
in 1866, Dr. John Reynolds, built this home. It is one of three remaining octagon houses in
Columbia County. Saving it from demolition, & after a meticulous, careful and respectful
renovation, the octagon house is for sale! All new mechanicals, “smart” kitchen appliances
and high efficiency W/D. Wired for high speed internet. Central air. Eligible for listing on the
National Register Of Historic Places. A list of improvements is available. Offered at $625,000.

Notable Copake proper home - Main Street USA. Presently a two-family home, this could
easily be converted back to one family. Renovated from top to bottom with new mechanicals,
electric, roof, insulation and windows. All new bathrooms and kitchens. Many original details
remain. A great opportunity to live in one and rent the other or just have a separate living
space for guests. It is a short distance to the Copake General Store, Dad’s Diner, Church
Street Deli and the Clocktower Restaurant. Offerred at $550,000.
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WHENEVER THERE’S AN OUTAGE, YOUR
KOHLER GENERATOR KEEPS YOUR LIGHTS ON,
YOUR FRIDGE COLD AND YOUR HOUSE COZY.
®

Generator
* Monitoring Software – Get
alerts and manage your
generator
through computer
or smart
* Monitoring Software - Get
alerts from anywhere
Sales • Service
• Warranty
phone
fromapplication
and manage your generator
*

any where through computer or
smart phone application

Generator Sales • Service • Installation • We service all brands of generators
Contractors please call for special trade pricing

Call for a free estimate today....

Call
for a free estimate
518.398.0810
today… (518) 398-0810

www.berlinghoffelectric.com

40 Myrtle Avenue, Pine Plains, NY
bcigenerator@gmail.com • bcigenerator.com
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OBLONG BOOKS HAS YOUR HOLIDAY READING AT THE READY

Collective Wisdom: Lessons, Inspiration, and Advice from Women Over 50
by Grace Bonney (signed copies available
through Oblong)
Hudson Valley author and Design*Sponge
founder Grace Bonney follows up on her
bestselling In the Company of Women with
a new book featuring trailblazing women
over age 50. A perfect, inspiring gift for
women of all ages.

Cook This Book by Molly Baz
Hudson Valley native Molly Baz’ debut
cookbook is absolutely perfect for new
cooks! With QR-codes that quickly show
you how Molly herself makes the recipes,
this is our go-to recommendation for
recent graduates or anyone starting out on
their own in the kitchen.

The Essential New York Times Cookbook: The Recipes of Record
by Amanda Hesser
This updated edition of The New York
Times’ bestselling cookbook features 120
new recipes from the likes of Samin Nosrat, J. Kenji López-Alt, and more. New
cooks and seasoned pros alike will find
treasures glore in this gorgeous cookbook.

The Lyrics: 1956 to the Present
by Paul McCartney
African Artists: From 1882 to Now
by Phaidon
Art publisher Phaidon is known for their
high-quality surveys of all types of artwork, and this year they turn their focus
to artists from Africa. This coffee-table
book features over 300 artists and is a
must-have for art lovers everywhere.

Ottolenghi Test Kitchen: Shelf Love
by Noor Murad & Yotam Ottolenghi
It’s no secret that Yotam Ottolenghi’s
cookbooks are some of the bestselling,
most beloved cookbooks out there. His
latest book brings more chefs into the
fold, with a focus on home cooking.

Paul McCartney pulls together the lyrics to 154 of his most beloved songs
paired with personal commentary in this
stunning slipcased boxed set. This is the
ultimate gift for every music lover on your
list!
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Celebrating winning Best of Columbia
County 2 years in a row!

Gina’s K-9
Bed & Breakfast

BAR • TAPAS
RESTAURANT

Dine in • Take out • Curbside pick-up

518.789.0252
52 Main Street, Millerton
52main.com
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518-329-4675

Fully insured & member of NAPPS
(National Association of Professional Pet Sitters)

HOLIDAY GIFT IDEAS!
shoes, boots, slippers,
handbags, wallets
& mittens

Merrell, Keen, Dansko, Naot, Birkenstock, Ecco, Clarks, Born, Sofft
Vionic, Aetrex, Taos, Arcopedico, Wolky and Many More

25 North Main St., Kent, CT
Tue - Sat 10-5; Sun 12-5; Closed Mon
860-927-0009 | sundogshoe@aol.com

Let us help you
deck the halls this
holiday season!

349A Main Street, Lakeville, CT
   s WWWROARINGOAKSmORISTCOM
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Community counts on blessings
thanks to volunteer efforts
By Griffin Cooper
griffin@mainstreetmag.com

It is once again the time of year
when, in addition to the general
merriment that comes with the
holiday season, people across the
nation collectively take stock of
what they have and what they feel
grateful to have attained. While we
amass friends and family and take
in the barrage of music and classic
movies, perhaps this year especially,
we reflect on many of those folks
who still struggle with maintaining
essential needs for their families.
Despite the not-so-subtle cynicism many possess for the growing
commercial aspect of the holidays,
in the rural Hudson Valley, the essence of empathy remains steadfastly true. Throughout our area, as has
been the case for generations, there
remains coalitions of proactive folks
who selflessly give to those in need.
Organizations like food pantries
and the creation of local blessing boxes are catalysts for giving
throughout the year and define the
true nature of what it means to be
a neighbor – especially when others
are facing financial hardship.
Stepping up to the plate

These charitable food systems are
vital for food access for vulnerable
people in nearly every community in the United States. The vast
majority of individuals and families
accessing food pantries and other
programs like blessing boxes are
food insecure, a fact that is hard for
many to comprehend in the modern US. Still, despite the topic being
seldomly addressed, many families
in the area have limited or uncertain
availability of nutritionally adequate
foods.

In Hillsdale, NY, two programs
have stepped up to the plate to
provide for those in need with the
help and support of members in
the community. The Roe Jan Food
Pantry has been operating from
various locations in Hillsdale for
decades. From on-site essentials, to
door delivery for the town’s elder
population, the pantry has carried
the torch for the food insecure for
decades. Recently, the creation of
The Hillsdale Blessing Box, located
at the United Methodist Church
at the intersection of Routes 22
and 23 has come to symbolize
what it means when communities
come together to give what they
have. The Blessing Box, like those
in other towns and villages, exists
for the sole purpose of benefiting
those in true need. It’s dedicated
following on Facebook captures
Hillsdale residents of all ages stopping casually by the box to drop off
essential food and other products
on a regular basis and has become a
staple of the town center. We spoke
with the leaders of both programs,
Betty White who has been with the
Roe Jan Food Pantry for the better
part of 40 years, and Rene Gibson,
a lifelong Hillsdale resident who
heeded the call to action for the
town’s Blessing Box. Both discussed
their involvement and how they’ve
discovered the true spirit of charity.
Rene Gibson:
Hillsdale Blessing Box

How did Hillsdale’s Blessing Box
come about? How did you find
the process to be?
A little more than a year ago, two
customers sat across from each
other at Hillsdale’s Crossroads
Restaurant. They were sitting at the
“community table” which easily al-

lows people to begin conversations,
even with strangers. That morning,
a man in his 70s told the story of
a recent health scare that he had.
He said that it made him realize
how precious life was and wanted
something that would make people
feel cared for and something that
would encourage community spirit.
He felt the book box at the IGA,
which let’s people enjoy books that
others’ have left for the taking, had
done that for him.
He also had heard that some
towns around the country also have
something called a “Blessing Box.”
The idea behind a Blessing Box is
that people in a community will
stock it with non-perishable food
and toiletries or other items such as
laundry detergent or toilet paper.
He wanted such a box in Hillsdale.
It took awhile to get the box built
and even longer to get permission to
put it up in a public area. But with
patience and perseverance this man’s
idea has become a reality. The box
is located on the north side of the
Hillsdale United Methodist Church

Above, top to bottom: Masked and
prepared during
height of Covid
Pandemic. Photo:
Betty White. The
Blessing Box in
Hillsdale.

Continued on page 25 …
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Everything you need
to make your pet’s
holiday a happy one!
Catering to the needs of the
well-loved pet since 1993
Monday
Friday:99toto5:30;
5:30;Saturday:
Saturday:99toto4:00
5
Monday -–Friday:
333
333Main
MainStreet,
Street,Lakeville
LakevilleCT
CT
(860)435-8833
435-8833
(860)

Sheldon Masonry & Concrete LLC
“All phases of masonry construction”

Stonework | Brickwork | Blockwork
Poured concrete foundations & slabs
Insured | Free Estimates

Painting houses in the tristate since 2005. Fully insured, and licensed contractor.
Focusing on high end results with traditional or modern techniques.

Season’s Greetings!

Matt Sheldon | 860.387.9417 | Lakeville, Salisbury, Millerton & beyond
sheldonmasonry.com | sheldonmasonryconcretellc@gmail.com

colebushnell@bushnellpainting.com | 860-605-5856 | www.bushnellpainting.com

Pure Audio Consulting
Audiophile music systems
for any budget

PAINTED PETS
JOY SHARED + SPIRITS CAPTURED

Focal • Naim • Vivid • Chord •
Rockna ...and many more
Authorized dealer
Full factory warranty
30-day home trial
Streaming, digital, and
tube gear specialists

Call or text Tim Hall: (347) 541-0691
www.pureaudioconsulting.com
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PH: 302.367.7387 • E: PAINTINGS@NATALIAZUKERMAN.COM
OFFTHEWALLDESIGN.COM
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at the edge of their parking lot.
The church is that beautiful white
colonial church at the intersections
of Routes 22 and 23 in Hillsdale.
When this box was first put up, and
then filled by community members,
it would take days for it to empty.
Now it will often be emptied in less
than eight hours after it has been
filled.
How would you describe the
Blessing Box’s impact on the
Community?
After a while, people began to ask,
“Do you think people are taking advantage of the box?” There is always
a chance that might be happening,
but those who choose to put things
in the box, as a way to help others
in need, also choose to believe that
more good will come from the giving than bad will come from anyone
taking advantage. We put a notebook in the box that asked, “Tell us
what this box means to you,” and
we received several responses that
I’d like to share. The first one said,
“We are a family of nine and this
box means so much in times when I
can’t make it to the [Roe Jan Food]
pantry. This is a great back-up and a
blessing for my children. Thank you
for having this here to help. This
box is a blessing. Thank you.”
Then someone wrote, “Your program is a life saver! Thank you for
caring!” Another entry said, “Thank
you so much. With a family of six
and only one income, this is a life
saver. Bless You.”
Next entry: “Family of five and
this box has been a huge blessing.

You have no idea how many meals
you have helped bring to our table.
God bless.” Then a person wrote;
“To be honest, I struggle with
addiction. Without this box, I’d
starve, paying bills while having this
monkey hooked on my back leaves
me broke. Thank you so much for
the food. God Bless.” And finally,
“Nice. Love it! Will be leaving stuff
now that I know it is here. Thanks.
God Bless.”
Is there a connection between
the Blessing Box and the Roe Jan
Food Pantry?
A common misconception is that
the Blessing Box is part of the
Hillsdale Methodist Church and
that they stock it. The folks at the
church have generously allowed
the box to be put on their property, but this is a community box
and depends on the community to
fill it. Members of the church, as
community members, do add to it’s
contents of course. Another misconception is that it is part of the Roe
Jan Food Pantry. It is not. They do
however add items from time to
time but their focus is the pantry
itself, which is open on Fridays
from 10am to noon, no appointment necessary. The Roe Jan Food
Pantry is housed below the sheriff ’s
substation, next to Cobble Pond on
Route 23 in Hillsdale.

it would be best to leave items that
will not freeze. Suggested items,
no matter what the temperature
would be things such as pastas,
powdered milk, dried potato mixes,
cereals, sugar, oatmeal, toilet paper,
paper towels, unscented laundry
soap, breads, toothbrushes, freeze
dried vegetables, soup mixes, etc.
On days that do not get much
How can folks help the Blessing
below 32 degrees, the items that
Box grow in Hillsdale?
are most popular are pasta sauces,
As mentioned before, the Blessing
Box is a community box that needs vegetables, evaporated milk, canned
the help of everyone that is able. It meats and tuna, peanut butter and
jelly, peanuts, crackers, tooth paste,
is a good sized
shampoos, unscented soaps, creams,
box and can
easily hold over children’s vitamins, and soups.
This box has been utilized more
50 canned items,
mixed with dried than anyone anticipated so we really
goods, cereal and do need as many people as possible
toiletries. So far, to help us keep it full. Someone
suggested that various groups such
it has emptied
as the Boy Scouts or specific busiso quickly that
nesses might want to commit to
there has been
no issue with
Continued on next page …
things freezing,
but on especially cold days

Above: Young
residents helping
to stock the Hillsdale Blessing Box.
Below, left: The
Thanksgiving food
drive at the Hillsdale Fire House.
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giving

filling it at least once a week. That
would be wonderful! This does not
have to be an official commitment,
it can just be something you do on
your own and at your discretion. As
it says on the box, “Take what you
need. Leave what you can. Above all
be Blessed.” Those of us that have
the funds, the desire and the ability
to give, are as blessed as those who
receive.

the hours and some of the basics in
how it was run and we have grown
since then.

What are some of the essentials
the pantry provides and how
important are these services in
our area?
Extremely important. I feel it might
come as a surprise to many folks
how many people are out there that
are in desperate need of assistance
For questions regarding Hillsdale’s Blessing but are too proud to ask. Many of
Box or to ask how you can help, contact
the elderly in our area are making
Rene Gibson at (518) 325-3161 and
difficult choices between food and
leave a message. The Hillsdale Blessing
heating oil. Recently, we received
Box is located at the United Methodist
a call from a homeless person who
Church of Hillsdale which is located at
had been taking care of his family
the intersection of Routes 22 and 23 in
with little financial support. For me,
Hillsdale, NY.
it is unbelievable to think that is
happening around here. It is really
Betty White:
Longtime leader at the Roe
important to help folks, even if it
Jan Food Pantry
means just giving people a meal.
We stock local, fresh produce, dairy
How did you become involved
and fill numerous grocery bags for
with the pantry and how have you people once a month.
seen it grow over time?
I started with the pantry as a patron How has the pantry changed since
probably about 30 or 40 years ago
the start of the pandemic?
as a member of the church here in
During those months when folks,
Hillsdale. I began when one of my especially the elderly, couldn’t leave
fellow church members became
home, we were so fortunate to be
injured and needed help getting es- aided by Doorstep Deliverers – a
sential items. That’s what got me to group of volunteers here in town
the pantry and I couldn’t stop there that offered free delivery of groceries
– there are so many local families
to elderly, immuno-compromised,
who need help. When the pantry
and otherwise at-risk community
started it was very basic, we only
members during the COVID-19
had three meats and they weren’t al- outbreak. We never seem to have
ways available. With help from the enough people to volunteer at the
Hillsdale Methodist Church, the
pantry so that was an essential serpantry started to expand with the
vice that they provided for us.
help of new leadership. We changed
Even now, parents who need to
quarantine so that their children
can go back to school are in need
of our services, so we do deliver on
occasion.
Where do you think the pantry
will go from here?
I hope to see the pantry at least continue as it is, with more community
outreach for our elderly residents.
We have had elderly patrons every
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month for the past 30 years, but
some of the older folks will only
take essentials once a month either
because they are unable to travel or
do not want to be seen as a burden
so we must continue our efforts to
proactively provide for them.
We also have a great need for
volunteers, especially youth volunteers. We do get help from local
students during Thanksgiving and
the holidays and I love having them
around. Their energy and optimism
will help continue the legacy of the
Roe Jan Food Pantry. •
The Roe Jan Food Pantry is open on Fridays from 10am to noon, no appointment
necessary, and is located below the Sheriff ’s
substation, next to Cobble Pond on Rt
23 in Hillsdale. If you need assistance at
other times you can call Vernetta Moore at
(518) 325-5773 or Betty White at (518)
325-3977. Financial support can also be
sent to the Roe Jan Food Pantry at P.O.
Box 475 in Hillsdale, NY.

Above, top to
bottom: Syd and
Kade Parsons help
shelve donations
from HIllsdale Roe
Jan Park program.
Baby food stocked
in the Blessing Box.
Below, left: Various
items stock the
Blessing Box at
various times.

The expansion of a groundbreaking
work of journalism.

... a profoundly
revealing vision
of the American
past and present.

OBLONG BOOKS
917 655 6311
2256 Bullshead Road, Stanfordville, NY
www.lecaviste-ny.com

DRIVE SAFELY THIS
HOLIDAY SEASON
& WINTER!

26 Main Street, Millerton - (518) 789-3797
Montgomery Row, Rhinebeck - (845) 876-0500

OBLONGBOOKS.COM

SHARON, CT

SOLD 2021 OVER ASKING PRICE!

KENT, CT

Graham Klemm Listed & Sold
Highest Sale in Sharon, CT YTD Ask $4.95m

Stately Colonial. 5 En-suite. Bedrooms. 3 Fireplaces. Pool. Stone
Terrace. 4-car Garage. Hilltop Privacy. Great Location. Major
Views. 34± Acres. Graham Klemm. 860.868.7313.

Dragonfly Farm. Country Compound. c1800s 4-5 Bedroom Main House.
2 Bedroom Guesthouse. Pool. Pool House. Tennis Court. Barns. 4-6-car
Garage. 41.33± Acres. $9.950.000. Peter Klemm. 860.868.7313.

COPAKE, NY

SHARON, CT

Impressive Former Regional High School. Great Opportunity.
Convenient Location. Mature Grounds. Views. 39.3±
Acres. $2.250.000. Drew Hingson. 860.435.6789.

Hilltop Colonial Near Village. 4 Bedrooms. 3 Fireplaces.
Small Cottage. 2-car Garage. Pool. Views. 7.28± Acres.
$2.250.000. Graham Klemm. 860.868.7313.

#1 Boutique Firm in Connecticut

KLEMM REAL ESTATE
LITCHFIELD COUNTY’S PREMIER BROKERS

Factory Lane Auto Repair
Factory Lane
Auto Repair
Pine Plains, NY • (518) 398-5360

Pine Plains, NY • (518) 398-5360

(518) 398-5360 | 3 Factory Lane | Pine Plains, NY

Inc

Lakeville/Salisbury 860.435.6789 > Litchfield 860.567.5060 > New Preston 860.868.0505
Roxbury 860.354.3263 > Sharon 860.364.5993 > Washington Depot 860.868.7313 > Woodbury 203.263.4040
Source: SmartMLS, CC & DC MLS, MHMLS and Klemm Private Sales 1/1/93 – 11/11/21

klemmrealestate.com
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R&R
Servicenter, LLC

C

DELI & PIZZERIA

C
C

C
Breakfast • Lunch • Dinner
Salads • Sandwiches • Subs •
Wraps • Burgers & Dogs •
Pizza • & more!
C

Steve J Mosher
914.474.5206
randrservicecenter.net

C
(518) 329-4551
Specializing in: Ponds, Landsculpting, Riding Arenas, & Roads

1677 County Rt. 7A, Copake C
We treat the entire family: small children, teenagers, adults,
and older patients. Our goals are simple - to make everyone smile.

CENTER FOR PHYSICAL THERAPY & MOVEMENT EDUCATION







Happy Holidays to all - give the gift of

Physical Therapy • Pilates • Tai Chi
Dr. Bente Dahl-Busby, PT, DPT, PMA-CPT
~ Adding Life to Your Years ~
101 Gay Street (Rte 41), Sharon, CT 860.397.5363
danicacenter.com • info@danicacenter.com

Offering a full range of dental services including:
periodic dental exams • cleaning & whitening
bridges & crowns • dental implants & veneers
244 Route 308 • Rhinebeck, NY 12572
RhinebeckDentalCare.com • 845.876.2511

Whatever the weather, you can
count on Herrington Fuels.

Propane • Heating Oil • Heat Systems • Service/Repair • Tank Monitoring
24/7 Emergency Service • Diesel/Kerosene • Wireless Services

(518) 325-6700
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The
triumph
of
tradition

Holidays in New England

By CB Wismar
info@mainstreetmag.com

W

e are, at the core, a nostalgic lot.
Through pandemics, wars and
recessions, we have remained a
culture that revels in traditions and
ceremonies. We find some sort of
resolution in repeating the symbolic
dances of the end of the year.
Pumpkins carved at Halloween
perched on the porch as trick or
treaters appear in ill-fitting polyester
costumes to beg for tons of candy.
Turkeys roasted in abundance on
Thanksgiving (accompanied by
pies made from the pumpkins that
survived Halloween) as we gather
together. Poet Lawrence Ferlinghetti
dubbed it the gathering of “clever
cornball relatives.” Too much to
eat before we fall asleep watching a
random football game.
And, Christmas…

The celebrations of the holidays
have morphed over the years, but
the customs continue. Venturing
into a store any time after the end
of September will often be punctuated by displays of shimmering
silver trees adorned with colorful
ornaments, mountains of boxed
colored lights, and signs pointing
to items dubbed “perfect” for gift
giving.

Image: istockphoto.com contributor
PAKATIP CHAWLEESAEN

As we emerge from the pandemic, concerts have been re-scheduled
where we are invited to sing along
to English and German carols or
the Christmas portion of Handel’s
“Messiah.” Pageants that retell the
Christmas story presented by earnest children swathed in bathrobes
and homemade angel’s wings fill the
calendar to the delight of parents
and grandparents who remember
when they were “on stage” as Mary,
Joseph, a Wise Man, or a shepherd.
Trees on town greens are magically
illuminated and wreaths are hung
on front doors … and the front
grills of automobiles.
It has not always been the way
in our corner of the world. New
England had not always welcomed
Christmas. In fact, for decades,
celebration of the holiday was illegal
with a stiff fine imposed on those
who broke the law. It was 1659
when the General Court of Massachusetts declared that any form
of celebration on Christmas was a
penal offense with those being so
bold as to hang decorations liable
for citation and fine.
Puritans who fled Europe
through England to establish the
Massachusetts Bay Colony thought
Christmas to be a pagan holiday,
a usurpation of an ancient Roman
festival that was merely designated
as the official birthday of Jesus and
therefore celebrated with parties,

drinking, gift giving, and some
frequently outlandish behavior. Best
to nip that in the bud in the new
colony, so Christmas was simply
another work day with punishment
for scofflaws.
It took Sir Edmond Andros,
who served as governor of all New
England from 1686 to 1689 to
close the schools, close the shops,
and encourage residents to celebrate
the holiday. Once he was unceremoniously removed from office,
the judgement was reversed, and
Puritan New England returned to
ignoring Christmas in favor of hard
work and discipline.
But, tears in the oppressive fabric
of society had appeared, and there
seemed to be no turning back. Not
all the residents of New England
were Puritans. People of both
religious persuasion and those who
were more secular wanted to enjoy
the spirit of a holiday at the end of
the year that made them feel good
– that allowed them to recognize
friends and family – to “get into
the holiday spirit.” Gift giving had
edged into society, originally based
on providing support for the poor,
then creating “Boxing Day” on
December 26th where the wealthy
would give gifts to their staff.
Continued on next page …
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holiday history
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and pull a miniature sled filled with ing in the local church, much to the
toys presided over by good hearted delight of the parishioners.
Christmas trees had been part of
St. Nicholas … Santa Claus.
the European tradition for years,
Christmas in New England
with Martin Luther credited with
– 1870
bringing the first tree into a church
Diaries and sketchbooks exist in
for the holidays. German settlers
our historical societies and library
had brought their own traditions
archives that provide firsthand
with them, having trees bedecked
glimpses into life in New England
with handmade ornaments and
from the earliest days of Puritan set- candles in their homes for Christtlement forward. One such treasure mas. By 1830, there was public
is the very personal diary of Myron recognition of Christmas trees in
Dean, a farmer/teacher/entreprePennsylvania communities. Later
neur who lived in northwest Conin the century, trees were prominecticut in the late 19th and early
nent decorations in New England
20th centuries. His recollections of churches.
Christmas stretch over decades and
provide some gentle illumination of An official holiday
life within the community.
Christmas became a Federal HoliFrom Dean’s 1867 diary entry for day in 1870 as President Ulysses S.
the 25th of December, “Christmas. Grant made every effort to unify a
And to all a goodnight
Santa Claus was very liberal. To
It may have been a gently fanciful
country that had been ravaged by
Father he gave a pocket-book. To
poem published in the December
years of civil war. Abraham LinMarshall, a pair of skates, and to
23, 1823 edition of the Troy (NY)
coln had marked the day by taking
myself a set of chess men, as I am
Sentinel that sealed the fate of
his family to veterans’ homes and
fond of chess.” This from a man
the “holiday-haters” as it elevated
hospitals to share gifts and encourChristmas Eve without making it a who was a pilar of his local church agement. The controversy about
for his entire life. Santa Claus.
religious issue.
Christmas, however, had continued
Moore’s poem had taken hold in the to simmer from the days of Puritan
“T’was the night before Christmas, and all through the house …” culture.
New England. Grant made the date
Two years later, Dean was
Clement Moore, the son of the
official, and a day of celebration and
Episcopal Bishop of New York had impressed with the festivities at the gift giving resulted.
written A Visit From St. Nicholas for local “chapel,” the present day ConAlthough in our culturally
his children. It changed Christmas gregational Church in Falls Village, diverse society, it has been more
CT. “Christmas Eve at the Chapel. widely accepted to wish each other
in America. Originally published
Two Christmas trees. Beautiful
anonymously, Moore was unsure
“Happy Holidays,” our changing
evergreen trimming for the Chapel. mores simply reflect the evolution
what a secular poem would do
Wreaths, festoons, etc. Ten center
to his reputation as a theological
of a celebration that still connects
lamps, presents from Mrs. Chamscholar and professor. It did not
us with the nostalgia of tradition. A
berlain. All the Sabbath School
take long for the word to emerge,
tree. A wreath. Gifts. Dinners with
however, that Moore was a poet (as children received presents and were friends. Carol singing.
highly entertained by recitations in
well as a savvy businessman who
“…and to all a goodnight!” •
concert, singing, declamations, and
carved up the family holdings in
‘shadows.’ Of the last I never saw
present day Manhattan to create
his own fortune). With one simple anything of the kind before, and I
was much pleased with them. They
poem, reindeer suddenly could fly
were Mr. Mead’s work.”
Puritan leaders had decried the
use of evergreen garlands as pagan.
For centuries, northern Europeans
had used sprigs of pine and cedar
to provide hope that winter would
pass and spring would return the
world to life. Now they were hang-

Wishing you a
happy & healthy
holiday season!

Ghent
wood products

(518) 828-5684
1262 rte 66, ghent, ny
ghentwoodproducts.com
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Hylton Hundt

Holiday shopping
made easier!
Shop direct on our website

518.789.9390
Route 44 East | Millerton
hyltonhundtsalon.com

...offers something for everyone.
Classic style,
freshthey’ll
looks, advanced
hair color
Give them
a gift
actually
use!
and fabulous products for everyday care.

A Hylton
Gift
Certificate
Janice
HyltonHundt
& Bonnie
Hundt

for
our
hairand
services:
bringany
theirof
skill,
judgment
experience
color
cut capable
• blow-dry
• create
& more
plus•a highly
staff to help
a real style that works in your real life.

1 East Market Street Rhinebeck, NY 12572
845 876 5500 | Open daily
www.rhinebeckstore.com

Thank
yougot
for your
support during
these challenging times!
We’ve
something
for everyone.

Have a happy & healthy holiday!

BUYS

ALL MAKES,
MODELS,
OR MILEAGE

sustainability:

building + design + management

SEE LANN TODAY!

Lann Rubin

NorthEastFordMillerton.com
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(518) 755-0329 + 41 Bender Blvd. Ghent NY
info@claverackbuilders.com + claverackbuilders.com

hometown heroes

Pine Plains brings heroes home
By Griffin Cooper
griffin@mainstreetmag.com
It is the season of giving. When we
think collectively about this time of
year, it can be hard not to conjure
up visions of the holidays that have
been baked into our modern DNA
through tradition and commercialization. That is not to say those two
elements are necessarily nefarious,
visions of Rockwell family dinners,
and the familiar hum of classic
holiday songs are senses we have
all come to know and love. At the
heart of our annual sentimental
adoration of the holiday season is
our innate passionate sense of giftgiving. Though the modern form
of this notion has been somewhat
warped overtime to include the
image of a bevy of expensive items
under the tree and strewn about
the living room floor on Christmas
morning, the charitable heart of
the season remains. Still, there are
some gifts that simply don’t come
wrapped, or are bought for the sole
purpose of recording a reaction for
social media, sometimes it is simple
recognition that rekindles the spirit
of the holiday season.

or even hold council on our front
lawns over the ups and downs of
the NFL season. Hardly do we see
them as heroes and never do they
demand attention for their sacrifices. Yet, veterans have to live with
chronic pain, disability, and other
service-related illnesses. Apart from
the physical toll, studies show that
military veterans – even those not in
active combat duty – are at a higher
risk of mental health disorders, such
as post-traumatic stress disorders
(PTSD).
It is in this soup of holiday
happenings, at times mixed with
the genuine feelings of sentiment,
love and empathy, and at others
lured into a false sense of stature or
entitlement brought on by plastic
consumerism, that the veteran gets
lost. Veterans serve their duty with
an unnerving sense of selflessness.
For our part, as unspoken beneficiaries of that selflessness, our duty
to them is an order of magnitude
less than what they have dedicated
for us – but can still be just as impactful.

Our veterans

An offer of recognition

Before we gather around the table
for Thanksgiving in November, we
celebrate Veterans Day honoring the
brave veterans and their loved ones
who have given so much to protect
our way of life and ensure our freedom. Many of these men and women, serving at home and abroad,
or who previously served valiantly
in foreign conflicts, live right next
door – and oftentimes, many of us
aren’t aware. The US Census Bureau
indicates that around 18 million
veterans currently reside in the US,
and over 75 percent of the veterans
are above the age of 65.
These brave folks are ones who
we pass by in the grocery store,
stop to hold a brief chat with while
filling our tanks at the gas station,

In the Town of Pine Plains, NY, as
in towns across Dutchess County,
this simple offer of recognition is
being realized in the form of banners – thanks to the Hometown
Heroes project – that have begun
to adorn neighborhoods and Main
Streets.
The mission of the Hometown
Heroes project is to place banners
honoring veterans, either living
or dead, who have served in any
branch of the United States Armed
Forces. The Hometown Heroes
project allows local families to honor their loved ones by sponsoring a
banner to be displayed on the utility

Above: Edward J.
Cahill, Jr. stands
beside his banner.

Continued on page 35 …
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Wishing our customers a happy
& healthy hoiday season!
Offering a wide variety of wines and spirits from around the globe
in varying sizes • A full wall of sparkling wines and champagne •
Many local wines and spirits • Miscellaneous chilled whites, roses
and bubbly • Our everyday 3/$20 sale section where you can mix &
match 3 wines for $20 • Tons of Rose – Rose all Day! • Check out
our Facebook page for specials and updates
Hours: Sunday 12 to 5pm • Monday 12 to 6 Tuesday through
Thursday 10 to 6pm • Friday and Saturday 10-6pm
Curbside pick-up available!

518.325.4010

8 Anthony Street in Hillsdale, NY, behind the IGA Supermarket

Have a happy & healthy holiday season!
Stop in for all your holiday
favorites and enjoy our newly
remodeled store.
We offer both delivery and
curbside pick up!
Hours:
Sunday – Thursday 7am – 6pm
Friday 7am – 7pm
Saturday 7am – 6pm

2628 Route 23, Hillsdale, NY • 518-325-4341
hillsdalesupermarket@gmail.com
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hometown heroes

lowing us to utilize their bucket
trucks as well as the folks with the
Pine Plains School District. My
wife and I mapped everything out.
The community outreach has been
incredible. So far we have hung 80
Gregg Pulver:
banners for our local veterans with
Mr. Pulver is a Dutchess County Leg- plans to close in on 100 by spring.
islator for District 19 who was Pine
Plains Town Supervisor for 12 years
As someone who calls Pine Plains
and member of Pine Plains school
home, how significant was this
board for six years.
project to you personally?
Very. The very first banner we hung
How did the Hometown Heroes
was in honor of Shannon Kent who
banner initiative begin in Pine
I knew personally, so it was a very
Plains? What were some of the
emotional day for me watching her
key factors that made it possible? banner go up. Then came Henry
Firstly, I’d like to say that this whole “Moose” Karn who, long ago, made
project, for me, has reinforced the
a pledge during World War ll that
idea that if you do the right things, he would march in every Memorial
then good things happen. I noticed Day parade here in Pine Plains. I
the Hometown Heroes project
knew him personally and he came
taking precedence in other towns
to town every year he was able to
and I have a great relationship
march or at least be present. These
with Pine Plains Town Supervisor
are people who I knew and grew up
Darrah Cloud. I find these types
with so it was particularly special
of local projects are usually easier
to me.
to accomplish if we go through
town leadership. I approached the
How can other small towns
Supervisor with the suggestion and participate?
formed a committee, to research
Well we are currently working with
local veterans, their families, and
Millerton and the Town of North
follow through with banner creation East to implement this project and
and placement.
I’ve already assisted Amenia and
Bob Clinch, a local and a veteran Pleasant Valley with their banners. I
in his own right, jumped in with
think it’s a simple question of willboth feet. Ginocchio Electric has
ingness and commitment to these
been instrumental as well by allocal folks who have served.
poles throughout local communities. We spoke with a few of the
leaders in Pine Plains who helped
bring this vision to life for residents,
veterans and their families.

How important is it for you to
keep former and active local veterans at the forefront of residents’
minds?
Hugely important. The most critical
aspect of these banners is that folks
get to see these faces everyday. We
were able to place the first dozen
or so where our veterans lived or
grew up and that made it easier for
folks to make connections. Several
of these veterans were present for
the unveiling of their banner and
many were caught by surprise, it
was incredible and humbling to see

their reactions. Many of us often
don’t realize what kind of heroes
these people were until we see their
image from years past. Seeing them
as younger people, it was amazing
to turn back time.
Alice Hanback-Nuccio:

Ms. Hanback-Nuccio is the secretary
to the Town Supervisor Town of Pine
Plains and was instrumental in the
planning of the Hometown Heroes
project in Pine Plains.
How did you help to organize the
Hometown Heroes banners in
Pine Plains?
I am the secretary to our supervisor
Darrah Cloud and together we did
some research to come up with a
physical design for the banners. The
local VFW and the American Legion got involved and we came up
with the criteria for getting veterans
on the banners we designed. One of
our first sponsors was even someone from out of town. It’s been a

This page: Banners
have been hung
all throughout the
year, the first banner hung was that
of Shannon Kent,
depicted left.

Continued on next page …
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hometown heroes

Above, clockwise:
Joseph P. Amelio
beside his banner.
The banner of
John C. Curzio,
Sr. Banners being
hung. All images
courtesy of Gregg
Pulver.

wonderful project and I’ve gotten to
The banners are extraordinarily
learn about some really well-loved
personal for me as a lifelong resipeople.
dent of Pine Plains, a nephew and
an uncle of a veteran as well as my
How has the response been
father so there’s quite a history bearound town?
tween the four of us who combined
It has sort of enveloped the town
for ten combat tours. I wanted to
with a feeling of security and supbe involved so it got done the right
port. I think the presence of these
way. One of the criteria was a copy
banners fills people with tremenof a dd-214, or a veteran’s discharge
dous pride for their loved ones.
papers, so I combed through all of
We try to hang the banners close
those papers for this project. Gregg
to where they live or once lived to
and I reached out to Ginocchio
make the connection that much
Electric and the Pine Plains School
more personal.
District to help us get set up.
The criteria for the banners is
that one would have to have lived in Was this a personal effort for you?
Pine Plains when they were enlisted If there ever was such a thing, this
of course. Through conversations,
was a labor of love. I spent ten years
we figure out the rank, specialty,
as highway superintendent so I
dates, and locations served. It’s been have knowledge of all the streets as
well as the older vets in town. That
fun because some of the abbreviations are hard to understand but the allowed me to help put a personal
vets know and you can tell there’s a touch on the banners. There are
four main streets in the center of
strong brotherhood there.
town, and I knew all the people
How important is it for residents who lived in those houses. There are
to see and honor those who serve important memories in those places
that deserve to be recognized.
or have served?
Incredibly impactful. I have my
How important is it for you to
favorites and I say good mornhonor veterans in your homeing to the banners I see regularly.
Supervisor Cloud has since sugtown?
gested a walking tour of the banners I’m very proud to be a part of this.
featuring an app that would provide Hometown Heroes has caught fire
stories for residents and visitors,
like nobody could have anticipated.
which I think would be incredibly
In only a year and a half, and in a
exciting. Some of these veterans I
small town of 2700 people, we have
had known as simply my parents’
86 banners. We hope to have them
friends and to hear their stories has up year round, it is important to see
changed my perspective forever.
these heroes throughout the year.
They are a permanent fixture in the
Bobby Clinch:
fabric of Pine Plains. •
A member of the American Legion,
Mr. Clinch comes from a family of
veterans and served his country in the
Vietnam War.
How did you become involved
with the Hometown Heroes project in Pine Plains?
The leaders here needed someone
to be a liaison for the vets to the
town and I was happy to oblige.
I volunteered my services as post
commander and a veteran of the
Army.
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Bain
REAL ESTATE

selling homes & land
in the nw corner of
ct for 50 years

Kent: Pond Meadows Farm is an elegant, antique farmhouse integrated with an architecturally redesigned antique barn. Nestled
on 28 acres with mountain views, this amazing home has 31 foot
ceilings, antique wide floor boards, Scavolini cabinetry, floor to
ceiling windows, and glass doors. For Sale $3,000,00

Kent: Hand crafted 30 years ago, this post and beam design is a
blend of old world construction and modern sensibilities. An inlaw apartment has a large bedroom/bath suite, complete kitchen
and a useable loft. 2.5 acre property abutting miles of hiking trails
in the Cobble Brook Preserve. For Sale $985,00

New Milford: Beautifully private and completed renovated
Cape. New roof, new interior paint, new bathrooms, new Corian
counters, and refinished oak floors through out. Furnace just 2
years old. Blacktop drive lined with stone walls. Charming and
move in ready. For Sale $435,000

Sharon: Classic styling with an open floor plan, this home is
beautifully finished with elegance. The large windows bathe this
home with air and light. Trimmed in stone walls and under a 5
acre canopy of dappled shade and sunshine, the mature flora with
30 years of natural design. Sold $998,500

Kent: Beautiful French Colonial situated on private 2.5 acres
abutting the Housatonic Wildlife Management Area. Fenced
backyard encloses heated saltwater pool with automated pool cover. This home was completely remodeled and upgraded in 2015.
Sold $895,000

Sharon: Fabulous detail in this 3 bedroom, 3 and a half bath
Colonial Farmhouse with views of the famed Twin Oaks Preserve.
Constructed in 2004, it features 9’ ceilings, crown molding, and
wide pine floors. Outside the hand laid stone spillway leads to a
private, back yard pond with a fountain. Sold $789,000

860-927-4646 • 860-364-4646 • 860-672-2626 • www.bainrealestate.com
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Ledgewood Kennel

Ltd.

Heather Davala]ÊÃÃV>ÌiÊ ÀiÀÊUÊx£nÈäxÈÎnäÊV®
Melody Gardner]Ê,i>Ê ÃÌ>ÌiÊ->iÃ«iÀÃÊUÊx£nÓnä{{ÊV®
Brittany Gillis]Ê,i>Ê ÃÌ>ÌiÊ->iÃ«iÀÃÊUÊx£nÈxÎÈxÎäÊV®
Karen Davala]Ê,i>Ê ÃÌ>ÌiÊ ÀiÀÊUÊx£nÇxxÓÎnxÊ®
Tarsha Gordon]ÊViÃi`Ê->iÃ«iÀÃÊUÊx£nxÇÇÎÇÇxÊV®

wWWDAVALAREALESTATECOM s  -AIN 3TREET 0HILMONT .9 

the premier full-service pet care facility located on our 50 acre farm serving the hudson
valley, massachusetts and connecticut.
we have been in business for over 20 years and
offer lodging, grooming, daycare, training
and a pool for dogs.

(518) 789-6353

info@ledgewoodkennel.com • ledgewoodkennel.com
639 Smithfield Road, Millerton, NY 12546

Lightning Protection!

HAPPY HOLIDAYS FROM
THE CRANE’S FAMILY!

sales – service – parts
Sales: Rich Crane, richie@cranesope.com
Service: Todd MacNeil, todd@cranesope.com
Wendy – Evan – Dave – Bob

www.alrci.com

AA+D

518-789-4603
845-373-8309

ALLEE ARCHITECTURE + DESIGN

alleedesign.com | 860.435.0640 | Millerton, NY | Lakeville, CT | Martha’s Vineyard, MA
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Outdoor Power Equipment

860-824-7276 Fax 860-824-7759
337 Ashley Falls Rd (Route 7)
Canaan Ct 06018
WWW.CRANESOPE.COM

health

Ways to have a stress-free holiday
By Thorunn Kristjansdottir
info@mainstreetmag.com
The holidays can be an extremely
stressful time for a lot of people. To
exacerbate the stress, pile on the pandemic and all that it entails. The very
thought of the two can set any of us
off in a panic. But there are ways that
we can regain and maintain control,
and calm our anxiety – even with the
looming holiday season.
I find the reminder that the holidays are supposed to a joyous time, a
time of celebration, to be a calming
element, but everyone finds comfort
in different things. And with stressinducing thoughts of possible crowds
at holiday events or in-person holiday
shopping, online shopping issues (out
of stock or shipping delays), financial
or food insecurities, and/or impending travel on your horizon, here are
some helpful tips to regain control
and alleviate some stress this holiday
season.
Stay calm

member to voice your feelings can
prove to be helpful and can help
you avoid feeling lonely or isolated.
Another way to help lift your spirits
and expand your circle is to volunteer.
Volunteering your time to help others
is always a sure way to lift your spirits
and it makes you feel good that you
helped make a difference in the life of
someone who could really use it.

and their budgets can help alleviate
unneeded stress, you know what to
expect and are keeping yourself in
control. Likewise, remind yourself
that the holidays are not just about
gifts and gift-giving: you can’t buy
happiness. Emphasize rather the experience and creating memories.

and drink – all of which will help you
stay on top of your game and that in
turn will help keep the stress levels at
bay.
Take a break. Removing yourself
from a situation can be extremely
helpful and powerful. By so doing
you’re just giving yourself that moment to take a breath and regroup.
Just say “no”
There are countless ways to help
It’s OK to say “no,” not that you don’t not just fend off and alleviate stress
Accept the things that are in
want to say “yes,” but knowing your during the holidays (and at other
and out of your control
limits and boundaries and what is
times), and to help with anxiety and
There will always be things that you
right for you, that is where you can
depression, but I don’t claim to be an
can control, just like there are things find your strength. Taking on too
expert. These are only a few ways that
that you can’t control. Accepting this much can be overwhelming and can
I find to be helpful. If you find yourfact and being realistic can make all
cause unwanted stress, so just know
self feeling overwhelmed, stressed,
the difference. Likewise, remember
your limits and learn to say “I’m sorry anxious or depressed, the best thing
that things don’t have to perfect and
but, no” – it’s OK! Your loved ones
is to always seek help, whether from
that the things in life are constantly
will understand.
a trusted friend or family member, or
changing – and change can be good.
from a medical professional. I wish
I think it’s important to add, under Stay healthy
you a happy and stress-free holiday
this subject and with the way things
Even though it might be hard because season! •
are in today’s world, that the holidays we tend to indulge during the holiare a great time to set aside differences days, try to stay healthy. Keep your
and grievances. Whether those differ- routines, exercise, eat well, sleep well,
ences are political, religions, or some- don’t indulge too much in both food
thing else, just set them aside and
accept people for who they are – you
may not agree, but instead just respect
them, at least through the holidays.

Stay calm, because this too shall pass.
Even though we may feel overwhelmed at times, remind yourself
that this too shall pass, and you’ll
get through it. Find ways that help
you keep your calm, whether it be to
simplify (events, dinners, presents,
Make a list and check it twice
whatever it may be), make lists, or
simply say “no.” Find what works best I find it extremely helpful to make
a list: a list for presents, a list for the
for you and your life.
grocery, a list for activities, and with
it the budget. Creating these lists
Acknowledge your feelings
Always acknowledge your feelings. It’s
OK to feel overwhelmed, stressed, or
even sad during the holidays. Reaching out to a trusted friend or family
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Anthony Rubino
Paintings Inspired by Music, Poetry
and a Sense of Wonder

NEW your colors.

Rhapsody in Blue
VENATE
your home.
OFF
SUMMER
with
new
color.
me.
ith new color.
Recent Work at The Dig, Millerton, NY

Nov. 4 – Dec. 31, 2021

Designers,
and Art Consultants:
Put onArchitects,
those
Finishing
Touches
Have a site-specific project? If you sense an affinity with
this
Holiday
my work
- let’s scheduleSeason
a consultation.

AnthonyRubinoStudio.com
W your colors.
A HOLIDAY GIFT of new color.
A HOLIDAY GIFT of new color.
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willey design llc
interior design | interior architecture
340 main street lakeville, ct 06039
(212) 579-4159 willeydesign.com

art + culture

Mixing it up

Carrie Chen’s new art gallery is an inspiring space for
viewing art, exchanging ideas, and gathering with others

By Regina Molaro
info@mainstreetmag.com
All the darkness and uncertainty of
the last few years has left us yearning
for some optimism and hope for a
better, brighter tomorrow. Collectively, we’re longing for new energy,
inspiration, and ideas.
It’s often during the most challenging times when novel ideas take flight.
They’re often inspired by the visionaries of the world – those innovators
who busily work behind-the-scenes to
plant seeds for new growth.

made to local artists. I pledged that I
would show their work in the space
since it was vacant for quite some
time,” says Carrie Chen, proprietor/
curator of Carrie Chen Gallery.
The first exhibit

On October 30, the new gallery space
opened its doors to the public. For the
inaugural exhibit, Chen spotlighted
a trio of local artists. The exhibit
showcased the works of photographers
Kenro and Yumiko Izu, and sculptor
and pottery artist Paul Chaleff. It was
Meet Carrie Chen
Enter entrepreneur Carrie Chen. This on view through November 28.
The Izus showed their Lumina Edisuccessful businesswoman recently
tion: Harmony Between Art and Life,
launched the Carrie Chen Gallery,
which is located at 16 Railroad Street which captures the simplistic beauty
of trees, flowers, leaves, stones, fruits,
in Great Barrington, MA. The art
grasses, and twigs while Paul Chaleff
gallery is open every Friday through
showcased his Innovation: Art of CeSunday from 12pm to 5pm.
ramics, which mingles various textures
With a talent for recognizing opportunities, Chen certainly has plenty and colors with a range of different
shapes.
of experience in bringing ideas to
“The Izu and Chaleff exhibition
fruition. She is the proud proprietor
came about from a deep friendship I
of The Barrington – a stylish sevensuite B&B on Main Street. Chen also have with the three artists. I’m very
impressed with the work they’re all
has her own collection of exquisite
doing, in art and in life. I tend to have
scarves, which are branded under
close relationships with artists who
the label Casana Cashmere Collechave integrity, great humanity, and
tion. Several years ago, Chen owned
of course, outstanding artwork,” says
a charming café and tea house in
Chen.
Hillsdale, NY.
Speaking of humanity, Kenro Izu
“I often get into a project without
is the founder of Friends Without A
knowing which direction I’ll take it
Border – a non-profit, non-governin. The building often speaks to me
mental organization that launched in
and inspires me. The idea for the
1996. It funds medical treatment and
gallery space came from a promise I

healthcare programs that serve disadvantaged children and their families
in Southeast Asia. These are the types
of initiatives that Chen is happy to
support.
For gathering and escape

Above: Interlusion
12, 2019. Oil on
linen. 36 x 42 inches.
Photo courtesy of
the artist. Below,
left: The gallery
celebrated its launch
with a festive opening reception.

Chen envisions the Carrie Chen
Gallery as a destination for locals,
tourists, and people from neighboring
communities to gather. It’s an inviting, engaging space that encourages
people to escape their normal, day-today schedules and routines.
“The gallery enables visitors to
enter the artists’ world of imagination,
apply that vision to their own minds,
and enjoy – even it’s only for a few
minutes. To me, that is a very precious
experience,” explains Chen.
Upcoming exhibit

Next up is a solo show for artist Ginnie Gardiner – a graduate of Cornell
University who currently calls Catskill
home. Before relocating to Catskill
in 2005, Gardiner was a resident of
Chelsea, Manhattan.
Continued on next page …
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Gardiner’s spacious, sun-drenched
studio and courtyard in the Hudson
Valley continually inspires her to create. Her vibrant paintings, bold collages, montages, and color studies will
be on view at the gallery from December 4, 2021 to January 15, 2022.
Gardiner cites the American
Modernists and the Bay Area Figurative Artists, with their reductive
treatment of form and clarity of light,
and the teachings of German artist Josef Albers, as influences. Since
the mid-1990s, Gardiner has been
creating equivalent color palettes from
her collage and montage studies, for
translation into oil paint.
In 2018, Gardiner’s Artifact Color
Series represented an expansion on her
painterly process and ongoing studies
involving the concept of ‘Phenomenal
Transparency,’ with opaque mixtures
achieving the illusion of transparency
in the medium of oil paint. This series, inspired by Alber’s Homage to the
Square series, is created entirely with
painted woodblock papers.
Then in 2019, Gardiner began
her Interlusion Series – the mixing of
two or more sensibilities of spatial and
atmospheric relationships in two dimensions. It is a hybrid style adapted
to capture transparency effects and
multiple layers of colors and their
interactions. It combines the Artifact
Color Series oil on woodblock paper
abstractions with tromp l’oeil paint
handling in the interest of capturing
subtle gradations of veils of color as
they arc and flow over selected Artifact Color Series collages with varying
degrees of transparency.
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“Ginnie and I have known each
other since 2016. She does her homework in art history, color study, and
the relation between the two. I adore
Ginnie and her work,” says Chen.
Chen certainly has a deep understanding and appreciation for the
visual arts. After studying fine art
in Taiwan, Chen studied interior
design at the Seattle Art Institute.
After a stint working as an interior
designer, Chen segued into landscape
design. Throughout her career, Chen
has been involved in various types
of industrial, environmental design
projects – from a shrimp farm in
Thailand to a community park pond
project in Yunnan, China. Via her
work with Casana, Chen works as a
textile designer.
“When I decide to do something
or something falls onto my plate, I
happily take over while navigating and
adjusting to the learning curve. Before
engaging on a new project, I ponder
all the possibilities and outcomes. I
love everything I do,” says Chen.
Future exhibits

Chen already has a few exhibitions
planned for the gallery. These shows
will run into spring and beyond. As
curator, Chen is not seeking a specific
style or medium as she moves forward
with planning and curating. She
remains open to displaying everything
from traditional to contemporary
artwork.
Chen prefers to focus on showing
a few artists at once rather than hosting large group shows. “The gallery
space is so intimate and has a positive
energy that comes from the southern
sun exposure. I am trying to keep that
energy in balance,” says Chen.
She believes that it takes time to
view each work and for the viewer’s
mind to settle and expand before
rushing on to see the next work.
“I encourage people to come into
my gallery multiple times to see the
same works. I assure you, that you’ll

Above, top to bottom: Artifact LXXXI, 2020. Oil on woodblock papers. 9.25 x 5 inches.
Photo courtesy of the artist. The Carrie Chen Gallery welcomes people to come in and
engage with the art. Below, left: The opening was complete with delectable food.

“You might not realize it, but
uncover something different each
time you view an artwork,” concludes every time you pick up a cup of cofChen.
fee from your favorite neighborhood
cafe or buy a gift from a local artist,
Shop small
you’re shopping small and making a
‘Tis the season for holiday shopping
difference,” says a spokesperson for
or decking the halls of your home.
Shop Small.
Beyond the sale of all the artwork on
display at Carrie Chen Gallery, Casa- Albany exhibit
na Cashmere Collection is available
In other news, Gardiner teamed up
for purchase at the gallery this holiday with Amy Talluto for Echo, paintseason.
ings and collages that call attention
Shoppers who are seeking artto the artists’ practice of translating
driven, more personal gift ideas are
intimately scaled collages into large oil
welcome to stop in to the gallery
paintings. Echo is on exhibit through
space to browse the offerings. In addi- April 25, 2022 at the Albany Intertion to supporting local artists, they’ll national Airport Gallery, 737 Albany
also be doing their share to bolster the Shaker Rd., Albany, 3rd floor, Main
Great Barrington community.
Terminal. •
Small Business Saturday was recently held nationwide on November To learn more about Carrie Chen and Carrie Chen Gallery, visit 16 Railroad Street
27. Although the event has passed,
in Great Barrington, MA, call (413) 645it’s always a smart idea to “shop
3006, or visit carriechengallery.com.
small” and invest in a local community. Founded by American Express in
2010, Small Business Saturday supports small businesses and communities from coast-to-coast. Since
its debut in 2010, consumers have
reported spending nearly $140 billion
across all 11 Small Business Saturdays
combined.

let us add some
holiday cheer
to your home!

Custom wreaths,
roping, centerpieces,
décor, & gifts

We work with all local venues:
LionRock Farm, Interlaken Inn,
Wake Robin Inn, Old Drovers Inn,
White Hart, Troutbeck, The Links,
Copake Country Club,
and many more!

country
gardeners
florist
518-789-6440

5 railroad plaza, millerton, ny
countrygardenersflorist@gmail.com

www.countrygardenersflorist.com
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Happy Holidays from our family to yours!
Deborah M. Bain RN, BSN
Managing Director

Personal, Professional Healthcare Advocacy




Patients / Families
Corporate / Employees EAP
Law Firms with Clients at Risk

Advocacy - Navigation - Care Management - Medical Bill Review & Negotiation - Mental Health & Addiction - Coordination
of Medical, Personal and Household needs - Health/Wellness/
Work Life Balance
Let our experts personally support and guide your
healthcare journey through research, navigation,
mediation and negotiation

(860) 824-1188 | office@mattslandscapingct.com

PO Box 875, Kent, CT 06757
860-592-0360
www.PrismHealthAdvocates.Com

Start as early
as January 2022.
Accepting applications for Spring 2022
& Fall 2022 semesters.

APPLY TODAY!

bardacademy.simons-rock.edu
simons-rock.edu/apply
84 ALFORD ROAD | GREAT BARRINGTON, MA
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volunteers

Red Hook Responds to need for volunteers
By Griffin Cooper
griffin@mainstreetmag.com
By its very nature, volunteerism
requires a sense of commitment
often hard to come by. With families,
careers, and the financial stress of
“keeping up,” it can be hard to find
time to volunteer. As the holidays
approach, non-profit organizations
look forward to the time of year
when volunteerism typically sees a
dramatic increase. However, studies
show there has been a sharp decline in
volunteer efforts since the COVID-19
pandemic. According to a study by
Fidelity Charitable, an independent
public charity and the nation’s largest
grantmaker, data suggests that the nation’s charitable organizations may be
facing shortages. The study revealed,
“Two-in-three volunteers decreased
or stopped contributing time due to
the pandemic. Of those who continued to volunteer, two-in-three turned
to virtual or remote opportunities,
compared to 81 percent of people
who volunteered in-person before the
pandemic. Sixty-four percent of those
who hadn’t tried virtual or remote
volunteer activities weren’t sure how
to find them.”

similar volunteer efforts. Jeung-Il
Tsumagari-Coon, RHR’s executive
director feels it is her duty, as a mental
health counselor, to aid her community in keeping up with their healthhowever that may look. She reflects
on the organization’s origins and
what may be in store for the future of
coordinated volunteer efforts in the
Red Hook area.
How did the idea of Red Hook
Responds come about? Was there
a moment of realization that all
volunteer efforts should come
together?
Red Hook Responds came about
when one neighbor contacted another
after a call-to-action from local business owner and chef Dan Budd. He
and Christopher Donahue (then
a senior in high school) put ideas
together to found what was initially a
Covid response effort. It was inspired
by needing to see good happening in
the world, starting with the community in which we live – rural Red
Hook, NY.

to build my role within the community as an advocate for mental health.
Together we helped to train helpline
operators, shift leaders who coordinate
things like meal delivery, pharmacy
and grocery assistance, and neighborly
chats as well as volunteers ready to
act. Eventually, RHR became one of
the only meal programs (soup kitchen
designation) in a 50-miles radius and
one of only three listed for Dutchess
What volunteer efforts have been
Creating volunteer portals
brought together? How many chari- County. It also generated a local food
To combat this fragmentation,
exchange in response to food rescue
table branches of service does Red
organizations like Red Hook Reneeds brought about by Covid. These
Hook Responds have?
sponds (RHR) in Red Hook, NY, are RHR began as a way to check-in on
are the two largest programs in operacentralizing efforts to meet the needs folks stuck in isolation, send meals to tion today and are the foundation for
of their community. The mission of
how RHR hopes to continue into a
anyone in need, or help gain access
this new organization is to coordinate, to groceries from the store, we were
more sustainable future.
enhance, and support the existing
just trying to help meet needs as they
and new volunteer efforts in the
What are some of the greatest
rapidly arose. Dan Budd realized
Red Hook area. It harnesses volunchallenges Red Hook Responds
quickly that people within the comteers in a centralized location where
munity would need to work together faces? Does having one centralized
people work together to maximize the effectively, so he helped to develop a waypoint help to alleviate some of
programs already in place. RHR has
communication platform from which those challenges?
created a volunteer portal that places to do that.
The greatest challenge for RHR curvolunteers with appropriate programs
RHR established a helpline within rently is strengthening our presence
based on skills and interests and
within the community. We know that
weeks of the virus spreading. That
improves communication between
food security was an issue pre-panis where I started my work with
groups within the community doing RHR. Christopher and I are previdemic and will continue to be one in
ous employees of Chef Budd as well
Continued on next page …
as members of the same community.
I responded to his call-to-action to
help ease my anxiety at the time and

All images with this
article depict Red
Hook Responds
volunteers at work.
Photos courtesy of
Jeung-Il TsumagariCoon
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the future, however, we are still trying
to figure out what the best way to
go about making our resources even
more accessible. Another challenge,
which any non-profit faces, is the constant need for volunteers. Many folks
who signed up with RHR (a total of
725 right now!) engaged in very brief
ways as was the nature of many pandemic-related actions within the past
18 months. RHR wants to strengthen
awareness of food sovereignty in our
community as well as the areas around
us while also providing opportunities
for folks to be active in the necessary
work. Right now, we are trying to
learn how best to go about that.
How important is volunteerism
in rural communities – especially
considering the challenges many
families face today?
Volunteerism is the difference between needs being met or not. While
many resources are available to those
in need within a community, there are
plenty of obstacles that get in the way
of access. Volunteerism helps to ease
this accessibility because of the human
relationships it builds. Charity is not
part of what RHR wants to do – there
is a lot of that happening within our
community. What I think we need is
a way for people to build connections

with one another along with the food
that exists in their lives as well as the
lives of those around them.
Something that I know Dan Budd
will attest to is how the individual
alone cannot be the answer to something like food sovereignty. This takes
a community response, a collection of
ideas and inspiration, as well as a sense
of familiarity with one another that
comes from the work done together.
How far-reaching do you see efforts
like yours going? Do you see other
communities in our area following a
similar model?
Red Hook Responds began collaborating with Rhinebeck (one of our
neighboring towns) to help them
initiate similar efforts for their community. While we still have much to
learn, we see RHR as a unique operation that provides a different way to
organize around something like food
access.
Something exciting to share is
how RHR has been gifted a mobile
kitchen that will expand upon the
ways volunteers and the communityat-large can work together to address
food sovereignty. This mobile kitchen
(which is currently looking for a
docking station while production is
slowly being completed) can serve as
a place to process
and cook locally
rescued foods,
to gather around
food and share
ideas, shifting the
narrative about
food security
while continuing
to provide meals
to the community.

the philanthropic contributors within
our surrounding community, receiving our non-profit status as a 501(c)3,
and strengthening our fundraising
efforts by establishing a strategic plan
to move us into the future. At its conception, RHR had the support of local governments which allowed volunteers to operate with a safety net. We
have collaborated closely with Robert
McKeon, Ed Blundell (the former
mayor), and now Karen Smythe all of
whom have seen the need and benefits
of having a volunteer organization
help to address food security within
Red Hook. We hope that having such
strong support in our foundation will
continue to afford us the resources
necessary to build something sustainable for the community.

new volunteers after they complete a
Google form-based inquiry. References are required as well as civil rights
training, but depending on what one
might be able to offer their community, this can range from a variety of
remote work to in-person efforts.
The response so far from the community has been overwhelmingly supportive! As previously mentioned, we
have 725 volunteers who have signed
up through our volunteer scheduling system (VSP), with 104 who are
currently active. About 25 of those
volunteers are scheduling more than
ten hours a month sharing a strong
commitment to making volunteerism
a part of their everyday lives. Others
help out when their schedule affords
them the extra time and energy to do
so. •

How can one become involved with
Red Hook Responds? How has the For more information on how you can
response from the community been? become involved with Red Hook Responds,
One can become a volunteer by visit- visit redhookresponds.org.
ing our website at www.redhookresponds.org and selecting our “Volunteers” tab on the home page. We have
done our best to create a handbook,
complete with guidelines and training, as well as establish a network of
volunteers who are deeply committed
to RHR. The operations supervisors
(Suzanna Hermans and Alex Wolf )
Are there any
work closely with people in the complans currently
munity as well as volunteers seeking
to pursue other to sign-up. Our volunteer screenforms of commu- ing team works regularly to process
nity support?
RHR is in the
process of building a donor
database which
involves thanking
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Native Habitat
Restoration
Returning Balance to Nature

Invasive Plant Control • Field Clearing
Pollinator Habitats • Forestry Mowing
Wetland Restoration

A HOUSE IS NOT
A HOME WITHOUT
SOMETHING FROM
HUNTER BEE

(413) 358-7400
nativehabitatrestoration@gmail.com
NativeHabitatRestoration.weebly.com
Licensed in MA, CT, NY, VT – Over 40 Years of Experience

Salon

518 789 2127
www.hunterbee.com
Instagram: @hunterbeeshop
21 Main Street Millerton NY

MANE STREET

518 789 3484 • ManeStreetMillerton@Gmail.com
7 Century Blvd. Millerton, NY

Schedule your winter land clearing and brush work now!
Mention this ad to receive an additonal 15% off.
Salisbury, CT • 860-435-4758 • ryan@tristatelandscaping.com

North Elm Home Furnishings

a must stop for your holiday shopping!
Furniture • Mattresses • Home Accents • Art • Gift certificates & gift wrapping available

Hours: Tuesday - Saturday 10-5, Sunday 12-4
5938 North Elm Ave. , Millerton, NY 12546
t: 518.789.3848 f: 518.789.0234
www.northelmhome.com
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tristate
antique
restoration
SPECIALIZING IN ANTIQUE
FURNITURE RESTORATION

CONALL HALDANE | proprietor
191 wiltsie bridge road | ancramdale, ny 12503
518 329 0411 | www.tristateantiquerestoration.com

Over Mountain
Builders, llc.
30 years and still passionate! Quality
craftmanship delivered on time &
within budget.

John Crawford
P: 518-789-6173 | C: 860-671-0054
john@overmountainbuilders.com
www.overmountainbuilders.com

Valentine Monument
Works
Since 1875
Happy
!
Holidays
Custom screen printing & embroidery
Toys, games & puzzles • Rock & Roll apparel
Home of the black cow • Gift certificates available
22 Main Street • Millerton, NY 12546
518-592-1777 • sal.tshirtfarm@gmail.com • www.TshirtFarmNY.com

Cemetery Monuments • On-Site Lettering • Bronze Veterans’ Plaques
Pet Markers • Cleaning & Repairs
Bruce Valentine, owner • Tel: 518-789-9497
ValentineMonument@hotmail.com • Park Avenue & Main Street, Millerton

A Bank for the
Next Generation

THE MILLERTON INN
Happy and Healthy Holidays!

To George Whalen IV,
relationships are what build
community, and lending is a tool
that helps people make things
happen. He’s seen it his whole life,
the Bank of Millbrook working
together with people like you, in
this area that’s thrived from his
great grandfather’s generation to
his son’s.

George T. Whalen IV
Vice President, Lending

11 beautiful rooms close by to local ski resorts
new mediterranean restaurant & cocktails
need the perfect gift? holiday gift cards available now!

Call us now : 518.592.1900
www.themillertoninn.com
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(845) 677-5321 bankofmillbrook.com
MEMBER FDIC
3263 franklin avenue millbrook 5094 route 22 amenia
2971 church street pine plains
11 hunns lake road stanfordville
EQUAL HOUSING

LENDER

winter

Winter reverie
By CB Wismar | Photos by Lazlo Gyorsok | info@mainstreetmag.com

Continued on next page …
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Winter reverie
It felt like forever.
It had been four years.
One had left in a flurry of patriotism and
‘don’t look back.’
Three were winding their way up the river road,
Through towns that seemed unchanged,
Past farms that hosted Swiss and Holsteins
And signs painted on weathered boards.
Organic produce.
Cage free eggs.
Honey.
He pointed left and right, reconnecting,
Recalling summer nights,
The fireman’s parade and carnival,
Rope toss, whirl-a-gig, bake sale,
Fireworks and heroic football games.
Still the same. So very different.
She had never been this far north,
Child of an Alabama town near the army base.
Snow was in pictures and holiday cards,
Not glazing the fields, clinging to the trees
Or hardening the lake to glass.
He showed her everything on the way,
Side trips to memories,
Horse barns and haying fields,
Glimpse of a deer standing at the forest edge,
Stories of those who had lived
And those who had passed.
Finally, the bridge … the gateway
Stretching across a rocky stretch of river,
Spilling single lanes into the village.
“That was a restaurant … that was a store.”
He remembered easily. She nodded
And made sure their daughter was still sleeping.
“I love it here in winter.”
And, she smiled, gently touched his shoulder
And knew that for the first time in forever,
On this cold and clear December afternoon,
He was home. •
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Your pet will leave happy, feeling good and most importantly, looking great!

POOCHINI’S
Jim Young
Owner

jim@sharonautobody.com
28 Amenia road | PO Box 686 | Sharon, CT 06069
T: 860 364 0128 | F: 860 364 0041
sharonautobody.com

Ronnybrook
Egg Nog.
It’s that good.

Pet Salon

DAWN GARDINA
Providing grooming & boarding services
46 Robin Road • Craryville, NY
518.325.4150 • 518.821.3959
poochinipetsalon@gmail.com
Follow us on Facebook!

HAPPY PAW-LIDAYS!

O’S POULTRY FARM & MARK
R
T
T
ET
QUA Our own farm-raised
chickens • pheasants • ducks • geese • venison • capon

Order your Christmas Goose!

A UNIQUE SHOP FOR CUSTOM-CUT PRIME MEATS
Steaks • Chops • Leg of Lamb • Crown Roasts • Prime Rib
Fresh or Smoked Hams
Our own Smokehouse Specialty Meats & Sausages
ITALIAN SPECIALTIES:
Cheeses, Pastas, Olive Oil, Vinagars
Also LOCAL Breads, Vegetables, Honey, Jams, Grains & More!

Quattro’s
Beer Wall

Now selling craft
beer growlers

VISIT OUR FARM STORE

FRESH • ALL NATURAL • MADE ON OUR FARM

518.398.6455
www.ronnybrook.com

RT. 44, PLEASANT VALLEY NY 125699
(845) 635-2018
POULTRY FARM & GOURMET MARKET

“When it comes to quality antiquing
in a warm and welcoming environment
all roads lead to the Millerton Antiques Center.”

PK-0000216052

Visit our Custom Butcher Shop
for Fine Quality Meats

Prevention, wellness
and healing in partnership
with caregivers

Fodor Travel

Happy Paw-lidays!

PROOF O.K. BY: _____________________________
O.K. WITH CORRECTIONS BY:_______
More than 35 dealers.
Now Open 7 Days a Week.
PLEASE READ CAREFULLY • SUBMIT CORRECTIONS
ONLINE
CAROLYN
CANNON, DVM | JENNIFER JONES, DVM
518-789-6004
ADVERTISER: QUATTROS
More than 35 dealers.
SALES PERSON: Nicole Rowell
Open 7 Days a Week.
PUBLICATION: PK-WEEKLY
SIZE: 2 col X 2.5 in

518-789-6004

PROOF CREATED AT: 11/18/2016 10:58 AM
PROOF DUE: RUN DATE:
11/18/16| Therapeutic Laser
IntegrativeNEXT
medicine
& surgery

Acupuncture | Chiropractic

PK-0

518-789-3440 | millertonvet.com | MVPonlineRX.com
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Lindell Fuels, Inc.
Fuel Oil • Propane • Heating
Air Conditioning

CT Registration # HOD.0000095
CT License # HTG.0690604-S1 | CT License # PLM.0281220-P1

It’s Hard to Stop A Trane.®

P.O. Box 609 | 59 Church Street
Canaan, CT 06018
860 824 5444
860 824 7829 fax

• 24 Hour Towing
• Aluminum and Steel Welding
• Insurance Claims
• Complete Auto Body Repair
• 4x4 Truck Accessories
• Environmentally Friendly

3718 Route 44, Millbrook, NY 12545

www.WesAutobodyWorks.com

Michael D. Lynch

*

AT T O R N E Y AT L A W

15 years in business • Oil, Propane, Solar Thermal, Geothermal and Biomass
heating systems • HVAC system design and installation • HS Tarm and Froling wood boiler dealer and installer • New construction, renovations and
service of all Heating, Air Conditioning, Plumbing systems and well services

106 Upper Main Street • PO Box 1776 • Sharon, Connecticut 06069
(860) 364-5505 • MLynch@MichaelLynchLaw.com
www.MichaelLynchLaw.com

Williston B. Case III, Owner

* Also admitted in New York State

Fully Insured / License # P1 0280455 SI 0390683 STC 0000179 HIC 0634668

Season’s Greetings from
Copake Lake Realty Corp.
Lindsay, Mary Lou Kersten,
Margaret “Peggy” Rose,
Theresa Westlake, Ramona
Bellamy, Blanche Mackey,
Randee Stypulkowski,
Susan Troy, and
Austin Urban.

Copake Lake Realty Corp.

Wishing everyone a happy, healthy,
& prosperous 2022!
Lindsay LeBrecht, Lic. Real Estate Broker | Copake Lake Realty Corp.
290 Birch Hill Road, Craryville, NY | (518) 325-9741
2602 Route 23, Hillsdale, NY | (518) 325-3921 | www.copakelakerealty.com
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the home

Homeward bound

Several factors have merged, creating
a shift in the way we’re thinking about
home décor in 2022

By Regina Molaro
info@mainstreetmag.com
Within the last few years, the home
has certainly become even more of a
haven. At the onset of the pandemic,
we retreated to our dwelling spaces
for our own safety and protection as
well as the wellbeing of others. Many
of us were impacted by the ongoing
isolation. During this challenging
time, we also learned to adapt as we
re-envisioned and transformed our
homes into new workspaces, school
rooms, and workout spaces.
The unpredictability, fear, and
chaos associated with the COVID-19
pandemic also sparked a migration
from cities to more rural communities. “CBRE, a commercial real estate
firm, analyzed the data of 29 million
address changes, reported by the US
Postal Service in 2020. The findings
showed that ‘nearly all urban centers
saw an increase in move-outs’ with
metro dwellers moving to a majority
of places that were short-to-moderate
distances from their urban hubs. In
New York State, that meant the Hudson Valley and upstate were prime
destinations,” according to a TimesUnion article.
In the wake of all this, there was an
uptick of interest in all things home
– from a rise in the amount of home
sales to soaring prices, and increased
demand for renovations and décor.
Deliveries were also delayed as supply
chains experienced vast interruptions.
“This has created a wild increase
in home improvement projects from
full renovations to small updates that

allow for better, more functional
spaces. Instead of spending money on
dining out and traveling, consumers
turned their attention and dollars to
their homes,” says Jennifer Salvemini,
proprietor of JLS Lifestyle Consulting – an interior design firm in the
Hudson Valley.
After the initial COVID-19
shutdown, business also boomed for
Hunter Bee – an antique shop in
Millerton, NY. “Customers who had
weekend homes in the area became
full-timers and lots of new folks
relocated from the city. Plus, all the
real estate activity has brought lots of
people looking to furnish those new
homes,” says Kent Hunter, co-owner
woodworkers, and craftspeople. “It’s a
of Hunter Bee.
welcome departure from big box store
Design trends
aesthetics,” she adds.
With so many people moving into
The Showroom at Hinterland
new dwellings and countless others re- represents several small collections
envisioning their existing spaces, came that emerged from the hearts and
a need and a desire to rethink their
hands of a cooperative of women
environments. All of this darkness
makers, artists, and designers in the
and stagnancy created a yearning for Hudson Valley and New York City
brightness, color, and optimism.
metropolitan area. Products range
“My clients are leaning into color from botanical-dyed home linens to
and pattern. Wallpaper is making
bespoke hardware, style-driven utility
a huge comeback,” says JLS Lifestyle’s apparel, and pottery to artistic wall
Salvemini who is also the Founder
treatments, and beyond.
of The Showroom at Hinterland – a
Hunter Bee has seen an uptick in
woman’s maker studio and cooperademand for desks. “Since everyone is
tive in Shokan.
working from home, they need desks.
Salvemini mentions that many of They also want a nice background for
today’s consumers are interested in
all those Zoom calls. We’re happy to
decorating their spaces with wares that help them furnish their spaces,” says
are handcrafted from local makers,
Hunter.
As for design, Salvemini believes
that the clean lines, fusion of natural
and man-made materials, and graphic
shapes of Mid-Century Modern
design is here to stay.
“Scandinavian minimalism is
still a trend and will continue. Some
interesting changes are creeping in –

Above: With
everyone now
working from
home, desks
have been big
sellers. Photo:
Hunter Bee.
Below, left:
JLS Lifestyle
offers interior
design services
in the Hudson
Valley and beyond.

Continued on next page …
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specifically in the welcoming of more
exuberant patterns and colors. Even
bright neon is having a moment in
contrast to the dusty, chalking neutrals that remain a go-to backdrop for
design,” says Salvemini. After all that
gloominess, there’s a much-needed
element of playfulness and fun.
Nature nurture

With so much time spent hunkering
down at home, many people welcomed every opportunity to escape
into the serenity of nature. That’s
created a focus on wellbeing and
environmental awareness, and a shift
towards more outdoor living. Think
improved outdoor spaces such as
decks, patios, gardens, and yards.
“There’s a movement surrounding mental health, biohacking, and
spiritual growth and it’s shifting the
way people consume for themselves
and their homes,” says Salvemini. Her
clients are seeking organic, sustainably-sourced home products. Many
are setting up meditation spaces and
integrating crystals and other objects
that are said to affect a space’s energy,
into their homes.
With that, there’s also been
growth in the plant category. Plants
are said to have the ability to elevate
mood and reduce stress. During the
pandemic, many local plant shops and
nurseries saw an increase in demand.
As for color trends, green will
continue to be an influential hue in
the home category and also in fashion.
Shades of emerald and sage are dominating. Sage, specifically Benjamin
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Moore’s October Mist was selected as
the Color of the Year for 2022.
Vintage vibes

With environmentalism paramount,
also comes demand for vintage furniture and accessories. The Showroom
at Hinterland’s collection offers items
that challenge conventional ideas
about what it means to be “Earthy.” It
reconsiders “natural” finishes and textures, reinterprets “rustic” as refined,
and abandons masculine and feminine
as opposing forces. It also set out to
redefine earth tones.
The artists and makers in Salvemini’s collective were asked to reimagine
“country living” as it becomes urgently fashionable in these times. Each was
given a mood board, which represented all of those concepts and served as
a platform to draw inspiration from.
Hinterland’s lineup of artists
and makers includes Barbara Mansfield’s Rura Colite for Hinterland:
small batch body/home care products infused with herbs grown at
Hinterland; Nyamka Ayinde’s Yardie for Hinterland (apparel); Alison
Zavracky’s AUZ Design (hardware,
moving into furniture and home accessories); and Katie Westmoreland’s
paintings and murals. Up next is
wallpaper.
The group also includes MarciePaper for paintings, textile art, and
murals; Caroline Burdett Paintings for
murals; Erica Recto’s pottery; Nancy
Geaney’s Natural Dye Textiles in the
home accessories category. Prices
range from $8 for handmade soap to

Above: Shoppers will find an eclectic mix of furniture at Hunter Bee, as well as vintage
designer fashion. Garbo will greet visitors from her glamorous daybed. Hi, Kent – I see
you! Photo: Hunter Bee. Below, left: A snapshot of interior designer Jennifer Salvemini’s
artistic vision.

upwards of $2,500 for oil paintings.
The Showroom also offers a collection
of vintage furniture and homewares,
which are curated by Salvemini.
Current items range from $225 to
$1,200.

coordinate the delivery logistics and
she’s helping the planet.
Hunter Bee’s Hunter agrees. “Clients are excited when they get to take
their furniture home the same day
and we love that vintage pieces have a
history and a story to tell,” he adds.
Supply and demand
Even large corporations such as
Beyond the retro aesthetic, quality,
RH are getting into the market. As
and lower retail prices, there’s the
part of a far-reaching vision for the
immediacy of receiving goods. “Given RH ecosystem of “products, places,
the situation with the global supply
services and spaces,” the company will
chain, lead times on new purchases
launch RH Antiques & Artifacts. •
have brought most design projects
To learn more about Hunter Bee, visit them
to a standstill. Some waits, already
in person at 21 Main Street, Millerton, or
as much as 22 weeks out, have been
delayed even further,” says Salvemini. by calling (646) 294-2571. To reach the
Showroom at Hinterland, email jenniferlShe’s leaned into sourcing gently
salvemini@gmail.com, or visit jenniferlused pieces direct from private sellsalvemini.com.
ers. “I’ve always sourced antique and
vintage pieces to create eclectic spaces,
but now I’m sourcing contemporary
furniture from places aptdeco.com,
Facebook marketplace, and even
Craigslist,” she adds.
The benefits are numerous.
Salvemini is finding great items for
well-below typical retail price and the
money goes directly into the pockets
of people in local communities. She
receives the items as soon as she can

Happy holidays & thank you to our loyal
clients for another wonderful year.

The Hair Lounge

The Hair Lounge
A color and hair design studio
Loren Whiteley • Tarah Kennedy • Amy Carol
Kelly Kilmer • Joe Musso • Hailey Cookingham

The Hair Lounge

Gift cards available!

143 Route 44 • Millerton, NY • (518) 592 • 1167
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We have tables outside for dining
and for your enjoyment!
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Happy Holidays from all of us at
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518-592-1313 • oakhurst-diner.com
Like us on Facebook and Instagram
@oakhurstdiner
Open 8am-8pm Thurs-Mon

Millerton Service Center
ASE Blue Seal of Excellence

Paints & lubricants sold to businesses and individuals
High quality brand name merchandise

Open Mon-Fri 7.30-6, Sat 7.30-3, Sun 9-1
12 Main Street, Millerton, NY • 518 789 3696 • brickblockautoparts.com

SANTORA BROTHERS LLC.

Holiday gift certificates available
Remote car starters would be
the ideal gift this winter!

Michael D. Lyman
& Adam M. Lyman
MASONRY | EXCAVATION | CONTRACTING | LANDSCAPE DESIGN
OVER 50 YEARS EXPERIENCE | INSURED

Repairs & Service
Used Car Sales
518-789-3462 • 518-789-3488 fax
52 South Center St. • Millerton, NY 12546

Paul Santora Jr. | Tel: 203 536 0808 | santorapaul@yahoo.com
CT Lic. #580718

Time to get bubbly
e
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t
A
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O
Pol Roger
Brut Reserve Champagne
Epernay, France

750ml

$65.99
wholesaler Suggested Retail price

$44.99

+ TAX

NOV-DEC ONLY!!!

10% BELOW STATE MINIMUM

1 Gay St. Sharon, CT
(860) 364 - 5760

www.TheSharonPackagestore.com
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www.BerkshireTheatreGroup.org
(413) 997-4444

DECEMBER 2–23

Whit e
at The Colonial Theatre

Chrisas

The Musical

directed by Gregg Edelman
choreography by Gerry McIntyre

music direction by Ross Patterson

Irving Berlin’s White Christmas is a timeless tale of joy and goodwill
about a song-and-dance team putting on a show in a magical Vermont
inn and falling for a stunning sister act in the process. Full of dancing,
laughter and some of the greatest songs ever written, the dazzling score
features, “Blue Skies,” “Count Your Blessings,” “I Love a Piano,”
“How Deep is the Ocean?” and of course the unforgettable title song,
“White Christmas.” Give everyone the gift they’re dreaming of with this
merry and bright holiday musical.

The Colonial Theatre • 111 South Street, Pittsfield, MA

biking

Dirt road
revery
By Ian Strever
info@mainstreetmag.com
October 17, 2021. The great bowl
of West Lake is a bacchanal of
Gatsbian dimensions when I emerge
from the shadows of Smith Hill on
an October afternoon. Sun as band
leader, leaves a raucous of yellow,
lake abuzz with the last gossip of
the season. The entire valley is a
secreted speakeasy. I peer in from
the veranda of the dirt road, where
breezes give lift to leaves, even to
the point of losing their attachments. I unclip a foot from my
pedal and roll to a halt – something
I rarely do – and inhale the lusty
bouquet of fall that still hangs in
the air.
The unpaved descent from Route
44 was hard-packed and certain,
the color of almonds, but it turns
a dusty khaki here, beside the lake
where the sun bakes it and the
breeze courses unchecked over the
plain of the lakes. I continue north,
and small stones shake loose from
the pack, washboarded gravel mimics the water’s ripples. Between The
Lakes Road is essentially a causeway,
credentialed by a single, modest
bridge that sits low on the water,
barely space for a rowboat underneath. Its ten yards of pavement
feel like an intrusion, but one that
barely registers beneath the views on
either side.
This is gravel riding.
Dog walkers take up much of the
road, and I can count the number
of cars that will pass me on one
hand. Once over the bridge, the
terrain demands attention again:
the sandy dirt on the margins, the
rise that will become a short climb.
The gradient grows to seven, then
ten percent, and I shift my weight
to the back wheel to secure its

purchase on loose stones. It’s reflex
at this point, the product of years
of riding, and although the position feels unnatural, it’s better than
walking.
This is never the same road I remember. In spring, the descent is a
glaze of peanut butter, and my tires
leave an impression where I tried to
find certainty. The ridgeline above
the climb is a loose scree, reshuffled
by traffic and geology. Road bikes
are miserable over such terrain, sliding and spinning out on thin, treadless tires that sink into the mud, but
the front tire on my cyclocross bike
is twice as wide, and flecks of earth
cling to the knobs like a miniature
water wheel, flung onto the frame as
they ride up the rotation.
To build a road is to level the
earth, a truth that is sometimes
disguised by storm drains and
marginal grooming. High speed car
transit demands visibility and space;
the wider the road, the faster we
can drive it. But on dirt roads, the
priorities are access and cost savings.
A well-placed pull-off, some neighborly courtesies, and obstructive
downed trees rolled to the margins
and left to rot. Chipmunks dart
from one log to the next. Hawks
perch overhead. Today, I will pause
by a split-rail fence to watch one
glide into an old oak, then back to
the west over fallow fields, its tail a
red blaze in the afternoon light.

rate over muddy, grassy terrain that
lies just this side of mountain bike
trails. The bikes themselves are the
feral cousins of road bikes, with
wider, treaded tires and slightly
relaxed geometry to aid handling.
The form of my cyclocross bikes
hasn’t changed much over the past
twenty years, but the function
has. Better braking, a wider range
of gears, and a carbon frame have
eased the ride, and tubeless tires
have made punctures a thing of
the past, opening a window to a
kind of riding that is too rugged for
road bikes, too smooth and fast for
mountain bikes. Manufacturers realized that if they knocked another
degree off the angle of the head
tube, they could market a gravel
bike, all the rage these days, and
almost impossible to find at a reasonable price since the start of the
pandemic. Dirt road randonnees or
brevets have capitalized on the innovation with long-distance events
that feature food and drink stops,
What brought me here
but more importantly, they cover
The lung-searing sport of cyclocross uncharted territory for most people:
brought me to these contemplative rugged roads and byways that go
pleasures. Developed as a fall and
Continued on next page …
winter diversion for road cyclists,
cyclocross races are an hour of suffering at the limits of one’s heart

Above: Twin suns
over Twin Lakes on
a fall afternoon.
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Above: Dirt roads
are almost devoid
of traffic, making
them ideal for cyclists on the right
kind of bike. Below,
right: Dirt roads
provide access
to quieter, more
pastoral parts of
our area.
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nowhere in particular. Fortunately,
there is also GPS.
The completed loop is
everything

November 1, 2021. The best way
to walk one’s bike is to hold it by
the stem. The bike tracks straighter,
rolling over even the grapefruitsized rocks that make up the northern end of Sage Road in Sandisfield,
allowing me to reflect upon just
where this road went wrong. It
started with such promise: a packed,
civilized offshoot of 183 that gave
no indication that it would devolve
into the fracus of eroded streambed
I am now hiking. For a mile, it beguiled me with its gentle grade and
predictable surface, the houses set at
a neighborly distance.
Then a roadside tennis court
caught my attention, as a tennis court would in the middle of
nowhere. Grass sprang up in the
middle of the road, and a quarter
mile later, car tire tracks became
gullies, filled with rainwater. Soon,
I noticed exposed bedrock breaching the surface like cresting whales
and found myself steering around
larger stones. By the time my tires
sloshed through a puddle that was a
permanent road feature, I was committed to seeing Sage Road back to
civilization.
The notion of turning back is
anathema to gravel cycling. If a
GPS indicates that a road exists,
one must pursue that suggestion to

terra incognita. Approaching from
below, I can’t tell if there is even a
road ahead to confirm the Garmin’s
prognostication.
And yet, here I am, on a weekday
afternoon in the fall, an explorer,
stumbling my way through mature
forests with the modern equivalent
of a compass. Back in the world, a
pandemic still swirls, politics landmine every conversation, and supply chains warble, but in this hour,
with the sky turning pale and blue
jays in retreat, my world reduces to
me, my bike, and a small patch of
southern Massachusetts. Over and
over, I calculate the variable of space
against the constant of time and feel
the creeping anxiety of being alone
in the same dark forest that haunted
the bitter end, even as the byway
Puritans.
crumbles beneath the wheel. The
I fumble over another thirty
completed loop is everything. Now yards of rock, and I crest the suggestion of horizontality that has
afoot, I consult my Garmin to
coaxed me onward with the promise
confirm that, yes, this does conof a brisk and culminating descent.
nect with Dodd Road, which will
I find myself at an intersection of
lead me back to my truck, parked
in Southfield. Underfoot, however, two forest roads, wild in all direcis an unnavigable pile of rocks that tions, but rideable to the south, so I
only an ATV could traverse. Above mount once more, stroke twice on
me, the sun still ignites oaks to the the pedals, and bounce downhill toward a parting in the forest ceiling.
west, though most of their leaves
The sky is now flat and hoary, the
now cover the rocks underneath,
sun’s last light washed across it from
hiding angular protrusions and
behind the western hills. The gununexpected holes. I choke back
profanity as I stumble sideways on a metal of York Lake grows large to
ditch, but my bike, now a handrail, my right, and its spillway establishes
order to the forest road, orienting
saves me from tumbling.
I check my GPS again, and the
me to a ride I’d done a few weeks
arrow that indicates my global
prior when I discovered this park
position has barely moved. In
and the few visitors who come here
fact, when it does move, it seems
in the late afternoon to inhale the
to suggest that I am moving right
gloaming. Two turns more and I
past Dodd Road and off into literal will be home. •

serving new york, connecticut & massachusetts

Holiday Greetings!

Scott D. Conklin

Funeral Home, Inc.

w

518-789-4888
37 Park Avenue, Millerton, NY
www.conklinfuneralhome.com

Lia’s
Mountain
View
Established 1983

Scott D. Conklin
owner / manager

Call now to
book your
holiday party!
Homemade everyday Italian food
Lia’s catering services are
available on and off premises
Like us on Facebook!
Hours: Wed, Thurs, & Sun: 4-8 pm
Fri & Sat: 5pm-9pm • Closed Monday & Tuesday

518-398-7311 • www.liasmountainview.com • 7685 Rt. 82, Pine Plains, NY

WHITING MILLS

NEW...
Sunday Makers Shoppes

Located in the Mill,
will be open for the
Holiday Season
EVERY SUNDAY
From 11am – 4pm
Nov 21 - Dec 19
A Fun and Festive
Day with
20 Resident
Specialty Shops,
Artists, Crafters,
Wellness Shops.

Free Admission
Free Parking
Masks Required

100 Whiting Street
Winsted, CT

860.738.2240
www.whitingmills.com
www.facebook.com/
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Get rewarded this
holiday season!
Switch to
Free e-Checking and
Earn 4.00%
apy*

Switch •FreeOnlineBanking&BillPay
•FreeMobileApp
from Fee •FreeDebitCard&Rewards
•FreeSafeDepositBox
to Free •FreeFirstOrderofChecks
•AndaFreeGift!

Free

S
fro
to

179 C
Now Open in Copake!

®
Use your Bank of Greene County
179 Visa
Countydebit
Route card
7A, Copake, NY 12516
for all your purchases and earn points!

Stop by any branch or visit us online at www.tbogc.com to find out how!
www.tbogc.com
518.329.2265

Community Banking at its Best
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www.tbogc.com • 518.943.2600

*AnnualPercentageYield(APY)iseffectiveasof10/1/17andissubjecttochangewithout
notice.BalanceforAPY:$1-$1,000is4.00%,balanceover$1,000is.15%.
Feesmayreduceearnings.Somerestrictionsmayapply.

*AnnualPercenta
notice.Balance
Feesmayreduc

business snapshot

Little Pickles Children’s General Store

Saltsman Christmas Tree Farm

Owner Rebecca Rothstein first opened the doors to Little Pickles in 2014 after coming
up with the business plan while working as a Pre-K teacher. Rebecca imagined a store
that had everything a child could ever want or need under one roof; a Children’s General Store. Since opening her doors, Rebecca has provided the children of Red Hook
and surrounding area with a special place just for them, filled with toys, candy, games,
and activities, but also a place that parents and caregivers appreciate, with practical
items such as shoes, seasonal accessories, feeding supplies, and birthday party supplies.
Even if a child only has a quarter in their pocket, they can still come in and find a little
treat, like a Tootsie Roll or a roll of Smarties. This year, Rebecca and her team at Little
Pickles are looking forward to a busy holiday season and have been doing their best to
keep shelves stocked. Rebecca is also hoping to expand to a second location, believing that the magic of Little Pickles deserves to be sprinkled across a new community.
Despite the challenges of running a small shop during the pandemic, the folks at Little
Pickles remain optimistic about the future thanks to their loyal customers who continue their support. The store motto is “Life Should Be Fun” and this holiday season,
as customers gather with family and friends to frequent Little Pickles, they hold this
idea deep in their hearts.

After raising vegetables for farmers markets and local restaurants, Tremp Saltsman
opened a small choose and cut farm, and over the next 30 years grew the business into
what is today known as Saltsman Tree Farm. Saltsman remains a choose and cut farm
today. Visitors can come visit, walk the fields with family and friends, get outside and
enjoy a festive holiday atmosphere amidst the trees. The Saltsman family provides saws
and sleds for customers to borrow. For those that would prefer a more convenient
experience, there are pre-cut trees, which are displayed in the closest field. The tree
farm also provides baling and tying, there is a small barn shop with handmade wreaths
and decorations for sale, and a bonfire to warm up by. The family says they love seeing
neighbors visit the farm, but also enjoy the many customers that come up from the city
for the day to enjoy our area. Although they have grown as a business since Tremp first
began planting trees, they are still a small farm, a fact that the family treasures. Each
year, the family feel it is rewarding to see people come back and to see families creating
their traditions at the farm. For every tree that is cut down, at least one new tree gets
planted and future plans include the incorporation of soil regenerative practices. This
year, on Saturday, December 4, Saltsman Tree Farm will be hosting the Bear Mountain
Newfoundland Dog Club for the annual tree pull, from 11am–2pm.

TENUTA Market

Hudson River Housing, Inc.

Based in North Canaan, CT, in a building that 50 years ago was an Italian bakery,
TENUTA (meaning “family estate” in Italian) market was founded in summer 2021,
however the idea for the business was generated from years of travel by both co-founders Travis Powell and Ian Edwards in Europe, as well as Ian’s stint at a Sicilian cooking
school in 2019. The idea to connect patrons to producers was born out of the discovery of the passions that these families inflect in the special and small-scale production
of their very unique products. TENUTA provides premium Italian specialty pantry
items such as olives, pasta, preserved tomatoes (in a variety of ways), oils and vinegars
as well as honeys, flours, and are the exclusive US retailer for Italian artist Fabrizia
Lanza’s kitchen textiles. Travis and Ian aim to be an accompaniment to the amazing
local producers and farms such as Whippoorwill Farm, Freund’s Farm Market, and
Guido’s and possess the finishing touches that make a meal special. TENUTA’s pastas
are made on a small scale, bronze-dried production with 100% Italian wheat which,
believe it or not, is a rare quality. This is both Ian and Travis’ first business having been
friends for nearly a decade and both coming from distinct backgrounds – fashion and
technology respectively. They say it has been rewarding to bring a personal passion to a
public forum and also to contribute to North Canaan’s renewed vitality.

After the formation of a Dutchess County Task Force addressing the growth in the
county’s homeless population, Hudson River Housing (HRH) was incorporated in
1982, providing resident services for the homeless. Starting with a staff that consisted of three people, they embarked on the first HRH project when they opened
the doors on Gannett House, an emergency shelter for homeless families, backed by
The Dutchess County Department of Social Services and the Gannett Foundation.
Today, HRH is dedicated to building strong, sustainable communities by developing
and preserving quality affordable housing and helping families and individuals obtain
and maintain housing. The leadership at HRH believes that everyone should have
the opportunity to live in safe, affordable housing that meets their needs, regardless of
income, family makeup, race or ethnicity, physical or mental health issues, or any other
defining factors. HRH works towards inclusive neighborhood revitalization by leveraging affordable housing and community building as critical tools, creating long-term
opportunity for individuals and families and building greater socio-economic resilience. What drives HRH staff, donors, and volunteers is a passion to create affordable
homes for all and to instill the sense of pride and achievement that comes from home
ownership and being part of a vibrant community.
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Toy store located at 7505 N. Broadway, Red Hook, NY.
(845) 835-8086. ourlittlepickles.com

Imported Italian pantry staples. 62 W. Main St., Unit B, Canaan, CT.
tenuta.market

Christmas tree farm located at 214 NY-308, Rhinebeck, NY.
(845) 876-8801. saltsmantreefarm.com

Strengthening communities by developing and preserving affordable housing. 313 Mill St., Poughkeepsie, NY. hudsonriverhousing.org

advice columns

INSURING YOUR WORLD
Retirement brings couples into many different conversations, one of
which is purchasing a vacation home or new primary residence in a lower
tax state to help alleviate the obvious. There can be multiple insurance
implications on different fronts: the first is homeowners insurance. Should
you choose to buy on the coast or within a mile or so of the water there
may be a huge surprise as to how much premium you may be paying for
your new homeowners policy. It is very typical for a couples’ premium to
double or even triple compared to their NYS or CT policy. If you are on the
water below North Carolina, premiums become increasingly expensive as
you move down the coast into Florida. You are also apt to have to purchase
separate wind as well as flood coverage which may be excluded from your
basic coverage. Premiums on a $750,000 to $1 million home can exceed
$10,000/year very quickly depending upon where you are located. On a
separate coverage note, one needs to be very sensitive to their health
insurance needs. Whether you are on a Medicare Supplement, Advantage
Plan or a Commercial Plan, you really need to make sure your carrier has
a network in the state that you will be residing in. I have seen situations
where certain Union Retirement Plans simply don’t work in certain states
due to no or very limited provider networks causing the insureds to travel
to other states to seek their healthcare needs. So take some time and
explore all the possible insurance implications prior to putting
your retirement roots down in a new place that you may
be calling home. Remember our old saying: ”Folks don’t
plan to fail, they fail to plan!”

Kirk Kneller
Phone 518.329.3131
1676 Route 7A, Copake, N.Y.

The comfort of radiant heat
Sitting by an open fire during a snowstorm tells a romantic story, but not
an efficient one. Radiant heat tells a story of efficiency and comfort, and the
feeling of a blanket of heat wrapped around you.
Radiant heat is one of the most efficient sources of heating your home. It
does not blow warm air into the room or heat a small radiator or baseboard
in the corner of a room. Radiant systems heat the floor or wall which then
radiates to the furniture, walls, appliances, and draperies. All these parts of
your room will hold the heat and maintain the rooms’ temperature while not
relying on the system to keep running to keep the room warm.
There are three types of radiant heat: radiant air, radiant electric, and our
personal favorite, radiant hot water (hydronic). Air cannot hold large amounts
of heat, making it the least cost-effective of the radiant systems. Electric
radiant floors are most efficient when they heat a large thermal mass such
as a concrete floor, which can hold the heat. Hydronic radiant systems are
the most versatile and most cost-effective, especially for our northeastern
climate. Radiant systems transfer the heat through tube or wiring laid in a
pattern under the floor or wall. Zoning and thermostats control and regulate
the rooms’ temperature.
Radiant heat is best installed with the following flooring systems: concrete, tile, or wood floors. Other flooring surfaces, such as carpeting, tend
to insulate and not allow the heat to radiate.
Radiant is also an interior designer’s dream, you can place your furniture
anywhere in the room without having to work around baseboards, radiators,
vents, or heat pumps.  
Heating Oil

Kneller Insurance
Agency

Propane
Heating Oil
Heat/AC
PropaneSystems
Diesel
Heat/AC Systems
Kerosene
Diesel
Service/Repair
Kerosene
24/7
Emergency
Service/Repair

Kneller Insurance
Agency (518) 325-6700

24/7 Emergency

9018 State Route 22 • Hillsdale • Servicing Taconic Hills Area

9018 State Route 22 • www.herringtonfuels.com
Hillsdale • Servicing Taconic Hills Area

(518) 325-6700

Winter driving tips:

www.herringtonfuels.com

Winter bathing for your pet

With colder weather quickly approaching and forecasts calling for an
extra cold and snowy winter here in the Hudson Valley, it’s important to
make sure that your car or truck is ready for winter driving. Here at Factory Lane Auto Repair, we’ve put together a short list of tips to make sure
you’ll be able to get where you need to be this winter.
First and probably most importantly is making sure that your tires are
in good condition and properly inflated. Whether you switch over to snow
tires or stick with all seasons, make sure there is plenty of tread and that
they are properly inflated. You may notice a TPMS (Tire Pressure Monitoring System) light come on, especially on cold mornings. This is because the
colder air actually reduces the air pressure inside your tires and causes
the light to come on. So keeping an eye on air pressure during the colder
months is especially important. Make sure that your battery and charging systems are working properly. Nothing is worse than coming out on
a cold, snowy morning and not being able to start your car because of an
undercharged battery. And lets not forget about wiper blades, driving on
sandy and salty roads can result in a dirty windshield in a hurry, so make
sure your wipers and washer system are in good working order.
Having your coolant/antifreeze tested is recommended, this will ensure
that the coolant inside your engine will not freeze with the cold temperatures and cause potentially expensive engine damage. And finally, have
your cabin air filter checked or replaced. This filters the air that you and
your passengers breathe while all the windows are up and your heat/
defroster is on. Stop by a reputable service center to have these and more
inspected before the start of winter. Happy travelling from your friends at
Factory Lane Auto Repair.

Contrary to some beliefs, bathing your pup is an activity that can be enjoyed
by both owner and pet in every season. Proper bathing, cleaning, and conditioning of your pet’s coat will help reduce matting or tangling. These kinds of
issues can arise when combined with colder temperatures and a coat that is
dirty or has not been bathed in some time. Still, just because bathing during
the winter months is encouraged, doesn’t mean you shouldn’t take some
steps to ensure your dog’s warmth and comfort during and after their winter
baths. Instead of room temperature water, you may want to use slightly
warmer water than you would at other times of the year (though not hot).
Use a mild shampoo, and ensure you work it all the way to the base of their
coat. After rinsing, you may wish to wash them again, especially if they have
a thick or particularly dirty coat. Then, after a final rinse, apply conditioner.
Doggy conditioner and its application or often overlooked, yet are critical in maintaining a healthy coat. Conditioners help to restore the oils that
are removed by washing, will make brushing and combing easier, and help
your dog to maintain proper coat health during the colder and drier winter
months, which can otherwise dry out their coat. It will also help cut down on
unwanted static shocks, which are rather unpleasant experiences for both
parties involved. When it comes to drying your pet, most experts recommend
patting and squeezing with a towel, or using a hair dryer
on the cool or room temperature air setting, or, at most,
the warm setting, but never hot. Be sure to dry your
dog thoroughly, and keep them indoors for a few
hours afterwards to ensure that they are fully dry
before exposing them to cold outside air.

(518) 398-5360
3 Factory Lane, Pine Plains, NY

Hayley Boyles, groomer
(518) 821-4688 • 1959 Rt-9H, Stottville, NY

Factory Lane Auto Repair
Pine Plains, NY • (518) 398-5360
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PhotoGallery

the land of fire and ice

Photographs by Kristján Maack

518 592 1135
52 Main Street | Millerton, NY
info@mainstreetmag.com
mainstreetmagphotogallery.com
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with better
banking solutions

Sara Murphy

Assistant Vice President, Millerton Branch Manager

518.789.9802 | smurphy@salisburybank.com
“I am so pleased to have the opportunity to be of assistance
to you as the new manager of our Millerton branch.”

Personal | Business | Mortgage

87 Main Street, Millerton, NY 12546-0768
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